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HYMAN LUMER

Marx and the Historic
Hole of Working flass

Karl Marx's two greatest theoretical discoveries, it is commonly
acknowledged, are the materialist conception of history and the law of
surplus value. Together, they form the very core of Marxist theory.
Nor are they unrelated; on the contrary, it is the materialist interpre-
tation of history.which forms the foundation of Marx's monumental
economic ediffce, of which the concept of surplus value is the corner-
stone.

The Builders of Socialism

In his preface to The Com:nrunist Manifesl,o, written forty years after
its ffrst appearance, Engels briefly summarizes the essence of Marx's
historical materialism. The summary concludes with these wordsr

. . . the whole history of mankind (since the dissolution of primitive
tribal society, holding land in common ownership) has been a his-
tory of class struggles, contests between exploiting and exploited,
ruling and oppressed classes; . . . the history of these class struggles
form a series of evolutions in which, nowadays, a stage has been
reached where the exploited and oppressed class-the proletariat-
cannot attain its emancipation from the sway of the exploiting and
ruling class-the bourgeoisie-without at the same time, and once
and for all, emancipating soeiety at large from all exploitation, op-
pression, class distinctions and class struggles. (International Pub-
lishers, New York. 1948, p. 6. )

What is noteworthy in this is that it is the special role of the work
ing class-to free mankind of all exploitation-by which Engels de-
ffnes the present stage of social development. It is this concept
which is central in the thinking of Marx and Engels, and which
fully converts socialism from a utopia to a science. This centrality
was noted by Lenin, who wrote: "The main thing in the doctrine of

* This article and the two which.follow it were presented as papers at a
conference commemorating the centenary of the appearance of Volume
I of Marx's CapitaL The conference was held in New York City on De-
cember 16, 1967, under the auspices of Political Affars. The text of a
fourth paper, presented by James E. Jackson, will be published in a forth-
coming issue of the magazine.-The Editors.
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Karl Marx is that it brings out the historic role of the proletariat

as the builder of a socialist society." ("The Historical Destiny of

the Doctrine of Karl Malx," Marx-Engels-Marxism, Foreign Lan-

guages Publishing House, Moscow, P. 86.)" ff,e Manifesto declares, ffrst, thaf it is t1,e working class which

is the one real enemy of capitalism. "Of all the classes that stand

face to face with the bourgeoisie today, the proletariat alone is a really

revolutionary class. The other classes decay and finally dis-appear in
the faee of modern industry; the proletariat is its special and essential

product." (P. 19.)- 
Secondly, the Manifesto asserts, the victory of the proletariat neces-

sarily means the end of all exploitation, all oppression:

. . . The proletarians cannot become- masters of th.e productive
forces of so&ety, except by abolishing their own previous mode of
appropriation, and thereby eve-ry other previous mode ot- aPPrg-
p"ilti,i". They have nothing of th'eir own ib secure and fortify; their
inission is to destroy all pievious securities for, and insurances of,

individual propertY. (P. 20.)

In other words, the struggle for socialism is the class struggle. It is

the struggle of the workin[ class for political -Poy"', 
fgr. th3 estab'

lishment""of a working-clais state through which exploitation and

the class struggle will be abolished. That this is the essence of his

contribution iiLade clear by Marx in his well-known letter to Weyde-

meyer of March 5, 1852, in which he wrote:

And now as to myself, no credit is due to me for discovering the

existence of classes in modern society nor yet the struggle-between
them. Long before me bour-geois historians had described the his-

torical deveiopment of this ciiss strugglg an$ p.oylgeois economists

the economic^anatomy of the classes. What I did that was new was

io prolr", (1) that tite existence of 
-classes 

is.only"bound yp.lith
oaiicular. hlstorla phase s in the deoelo'pment of pr oduction; ( 2 ) that

th" "lr$ 
it.uggl" hecessarily leads to the dictatorship of.the pro'

letariat; (3) tl"at this dictat6rship itself only constitutes the transi-

tion to'the abolition of all classis and to a classless society. (The

Cirrntpondunce of Marx and Engels,International Publishers New

York, 1942, P'57.)

This historic role of the working class reappears, twenty years

later, in the concluding section of Volume I of Capital' In the fa-

*o* p"rr"ge in Chapler XXX[, "The Historical Tendency of Ac-

"rrrrr,rlitior,; 
after refirring to the process of primitive_accumulation

in which a mass of individual producers is expropriated, and then to
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the subsequent process of accumulation and centralization of capital,
Marx continues:

. . . Hand in hand with this centralization, or this expropriation
of many capitalists by j"y, develop, on an ever extenhin| scale,
the 

-cooperative form of the labor-pirocess, the conscious tJchnicai
application of science, the methodlcal cuitivatioo of tt 

" 
-soil, 

the
transformation of the instruments of labor into instruments only us-
able in common, th-e eco_nomizing of. arl rneans of production by irreir
use as the means of production oT combined, sociilized labor, the en-
tanglement of all pebplesinto the network of the worrd-marlet, and
vi'ith this, the international character of the capitalistic regime..Along
with the constantly- diminishing number of ihe *"grrE", of capr-
tal, who usulp and monopolizi all advantages of ?his p.o""r, ^of
transf-ormation, grows th_e misery, oppression]slavery, delradation,
exploitation; but with this.too.-gro-ris- the revolt oi'the"working-
class, a class always increasing irinumbers, and disciprined, unitet,
organized by the very mechani"sm of the process of cap^italist'produc-
tion itself. The monopoly of capital Eecomes a f^etter uion the
mode of production, which has sprirng up and flourished aloig with,
and under it. centralization of the-m6ans of production fia ro-
cialization of labor at last reach a point where tirey become incom-
patible with- th-eir 

-capitalist integuine,t. This int6gument is burst
asunder. The knell of capitalist private property sdunds. The ex-
propriators 

_a-re ,expropriated. ( International publishers, New york,
1947, pp. 788-789,)

From all this it should be_amply clear that the concept of the prole-
tariat as the revolutionary class in capitalist society, as the bearer of
socialism and the emancipator of society from exploitation and op-
pression, is not incidental to Marx's social theory but is the very
heart of that theory. Thus it is that Marxism itself is generally de-
ffned as the world outlook of the working class.

The Obiectine Status of the Working Class

whence stems this special role of the working class in history? It
lies,_says Marx and Engels, not in some innate ,rJbitity of workeri but
in their objective status in capitalist society. ln The Holy Family,
written in L844, they state:

,. ... Th", question is not what this or that proretarian, or even the
yho]e proletariat at the moment considers as'its aim. The question
is uhat the proletariat is, and what, consequent on that beind. it will
be compelled to do. Its aim and historicai action is irrevoca"bly and
obviously demonstrated in its own lile situation as well as in the
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whole organization of bourgeois socie.ty.today. (Foreign Languages

Publishinlg House, Moscow, 1956, p. 53. )

Capitalist production only then really begins ' , ' yh-en each infi-

"td;i;;ti;;;1"* simitaneouslv a coriparatively large number

of laboreis; wheri consequently the iabor-process is carried on on a

hr;;t;I";.rd yi"ldt, ,"iuti''r"ly, large qua^ntities of products' (Capi'

tal, Yol. I, p. 311' )

Cooperation as such, he goes on to say, produces a qualitative change

in the productive Process:

...thesumtotalofthemechanicalforcesexertedbyisolatedwork.
men difiers from the social force that is, d-eveloped, Tl"l T'"y
irr"at t"f." piace si*rrlturr"ously in 91e and the saire undivided op
;;;t;", ro"fi 

", 
raising a heavy weight, q,uling " Yil"\ gr;emovilq;;"tt"",-+f, as raising a heavy weight, turning a winch' gt-t"*ou'i5

an obsiacle. In such"cases the effect of the combined labor cor

"iit", 
tot be produced-ri,tt Uy isolated individual labor' or it could

onlv be produced by a greai expenditure of time, or on a very
\Z;; "tJ"--rv"*7"1' h"^.ru *" L"t" an increase in the productive

hands take

dwirfed icale. Not onlY have we
nower of the individual, bY mear

productive

,"*"irf ifre individuai by means of cooperation' but the creation
s:;.;;;.-;;;;elv tire collective poiver of the masses' (lbid"#;;;;;;;;;;il if,e collectiv" poiu"' of the masses' (tbid"

pp. 315-316.)

Out of cooperation grew the system of manufacture with its ever-

sreater divisi6n of labo'r and the L""tg"t'"" of what Marx termed the
P""ir""ar* i"uo*r.,, Manufacture in turn was transitional to and

orovidedthematerialbasisfortheriseofmachineproduction_fnrthe
il;";;;; ;""olution which gave birth to modern large-scale.T9"rtry.

All this represents an unintlrrupted- process of growing socialization

of producfron, extending throu[h th6 successive stages- of capitalist

iufutop*"rrt and continiing at"an accelerated pace in the conditions

of theiew scientiffc and technological revolution'

The other aspect of the capitaliit mode of production'. embodying

the old, is the irivate ownersiip, of the.meanJ of prodlction' a form

"i 
,"^"*frrp ca^rried over from ihe previous period of individual pro-

duction, ani private appropriatio' if th" social product' From the

"ury 
U"gi""in!, this for* o1 ownership and appropriation comes into

*rigi", "with Jocialized production, a conflict which becomes progres-

sively sharper as socialtation proce-eds' Here is the basic unity of

"pfJtir"t 
.,it i"f, comprises the cipitalist mode of production and is the

baiic contradiction immanent in it'
Since private ownership q"Tt production for the private profft of

the own&, the contradictiln ffnds elxpression in the process of capitalist

exploitation_as Marx demonstrated, in the extraction of surplus value
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from the employment of wage labor. It ffnds expression in the exist-
ence of a mass of proletarians who, possessing no means of produc-
tion, can live only by selling themselves piecemeal to the capitalists
on the latter's terms, namely, that they produce both their own means
of subsistence and a surplus to be pocketed by the capitalist class.
And it ffnds expression, consequently, in irreconcilable antagonism be-
tween the two-in the class struggle in which the old and the new in
confict are materialized, so to speak, in the contending classes.

On the part of the working class, this is objectively a struggle
against capitalist exploitation. But to end its exploitation, the working
class must itself take over ownership of the means of production. And
this means of necessity collectioe ownership, since capitalism embodies,
in Marx's words, "the transformation of the instruments of labor into
instruments only usable in common."

In short, the basic interests of the working class as a class are served
by instituting a form of ownership which corresponds to socialized
production and thus abolishing the particular form of the contradiction
between the forces and relations of production inherent in capitalism.

It is in this sense that Marx regards the working class as revolution-
ary in distinction to all other classes-that its objective interests lead
in the direction of socialized ownership while those of all other classes
lead in the direction of private ownership on a growing scale. The
working class represents the new relations of production corresponding
to the new character of the productive forces; the others all repre-
sent the old relations-they are conservative in character.

It is the evolution of the central contradiction between socialized
production and private appropriation which forms the essential basis
of the content of Volume I of CapitaZ, the basis of what Marx refers to
in his preface as "the ultimate aim of this work, to lay bare the eco-
nomic law of motion of modern society." This he ffnds in the pro-
cess of capitalist accumulation which, with the mounting socialization
of production, leads to the ever greater centralization and concentra-
tion of eapital in the hands of an oligarchy of wealth at one pole and
the reduction of a growing majority to the status of wage workers at
the other. The increasing mechanization of production brings in its
wake the emergence of an industrial reserve army whose growth is a
measure of the growing incompatibility of the capitalist relations of
production with modern technology. And with this, he arrives at the
end of the road for capitalism. "The expropriators are expropriated."

Thus, in the thinking of Marx, the role of the working class is a neces-
sary consequence of his whole theory of social development. It is not
merely one of a number of independent theoretical propositions but
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rather a central doctrine on whose validity the entire theoretical struc-

ture hinges.

Is Marx Outdated.P

Today it has become fashionable in many diverse circles to reject
this particular concept of Marx, to contend that it is no longer the

working class which constitutes the revolutionary force in capitalist
society, while professing to adhere to the Marxist theory in other re-

spects. The forms this rejection takes and the arguments presented
for it are many, as are the substitutes ofiered for the working class.

Within the scope of this paper it is impossible to deal with the whole
gamut of these; I shall conffne myself, therefore, to two current ver-

sions: those of Paul M. Sweezy and Herbert Marcuse.

Sweezy's latest elaboration of his views is contained in a paper en-

titled "Marx and the Proletariat," presented at the Socialist Scholars

Conference held in New York on September 9-10, 1967 and published
in the December 1967 issue of Monthly Reoiew. In it he states:

In the eyes of many people . . . this theory of the revolutionary
agency of ihe proletaiiat is-the weakest p-oint of tlre who!9 system.
They point to the fact that the English and other Western European
proletiriats, which Marx considered to be the _vanguard of the inter-
iational revolutionary movement, have actually developed into re'
formist forces which, by accepting the l,asic assumptions of capital-
ism, in fact strengthen it. And they note that_the proletariat of what
has become the irost advanced and powerful capitalist country, the
United States of America, has never-developed a significant revolu-
tionary leadership or movement, and shows fewer signs of doing so

today than at any time in its history.

In his opinion, these observations, which he thinks eannot be seriously

challenged, indicate not necessarily that Marx was wro]rg but rather

that hiJ theory has been misinterpreted and misapplied' He argues

that Marx did not regard the proletariat as being revolutionary from

its birth, but believed it acquired this quality at a certain stage of capi-

talist development, namely, with the emergence of machine industry.

In the period of manufacture, Sweezy asserts, the skilled detail worker
was liiited in vision. "Craft consciousness rather than class con-

sciousness was the hallmark of a proletariat so composed." Moreover,

manufacture tended to be conservative technologically, a conservatism

that ended only with the industrial revolution.
It was machine production which replaced the handworkers with

cheaper unskilled labor of a more uniform character, and slowed the

demand for wage labor by replacing it with machinery. "This means
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a fundamental change in the economic power relations between capital
and labor, to the enormous advantage of the former. . . . It is the capi-
talistic employment of machinerlr, and not merely capitalism in gen-
eral, which generates the modern proletariat as Marx conceived it."
Thus, he concludes, manufacture is marked by a conservative technol-
ogy and a non-revolutionary proletariat, modern industry by a revolu-
tionary technology and a revolutionary proletariat.

Marx, he continues, evidently thought the revolution would occur
during the stage of machine production attained in his day and hence
probed no further. However, in the prolonged absence of a revolu-
tionary situation, the development of machine production has pro-
ceeded far beyond that level to a point where the revolutionary char-
acter of the working class has become progressively reduced.

First, technological advance has substantially reduced the propor-
tion in the work force of blue-collar manual laborers, who predomi-
nated in Marx's day, but who now, in the most advanced industrial
countries, constitute "a small minority." And this minority is capable,
moreover, of producing a potential surplus of growing proportions.

Secondly, it has given rise to a great variety of new categories of
jobs; on the one hand, technicians, skilled maintenance workers, re-
searchers, engineers, etc., associated with the new technology; on the
other hand, a growing mass of non-productive service workers, rang-
ing from government employees and teachers to personnel in sales,
communications media, ffnance, personal services, etc. In the United
States todan these "probably account for close to three quarters of the
employed non-agricultural labor force." And all this has been accom-
panied by a substantial rise in real wages over a period of time.

Hence: "Once again, as in the period of manufacture, the prole-
tariat is highly differentiated; and once again occupational and status
consciousness has tended to submerge class consciousness." Only a
dwindling number of blue-collar production workers continues to pos-
sess revolutionary potential, and even this potential is progressively
lessened by the trend toward more education and better-paying jobs
for the new generation.

But the question arises: if not the working class, who does consti-
tute the revolutionary force in modern capitalist society? This role
Sweezy assigns to the masses in the countries exploited and oppressed
by world imperialism. Exploitation is now a global phenomenon
with growing superproffts reaped from the peoples of the oppressed
countries, and with part of the spoils used to bribe a share of the
workers in the imperialist countries-a share which "could be extended
to a majority or even all the workers in the industrialized countries."
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In short, it is the oppressed peoples who are now the "grave&ggers
of capitalism" while the proletariat of the oppressing countries is more
and more drawn to accepting and supporting the system of oppression.

Such are the views advanced by Sweezy in the name of correctly
int6rpreting Marx. Those of Marcuse are somewhat similar. Th"y
are containod in a recent paper entitled "The Obsolescence of Marx,"
presented at an International Symposium at the University of Notre
Dame in April 1966, and published in Marx and, the Western World
(Nicholas Lobkowicz, ed., University of Notre Dame Press, 1967).

Marcuse starts by sayrng that in his opinion the title of the paper,
an assigned one, should have a question mark at the end. The basic
ideas of Marx, he contends, have with one exception been validated.
He summarizes these in a series of ftve propositions, of which the ffrst
four have, he believes, been corroborated by the facts of history. The
fffth, however, has not. It states: "This cycle [of war and depression]
can be broken only if the laboring classes, who bear the brunt of ex-
ploitation, seize the productive apparatus and bring it under the col-
lective control of the producers themselves."

The basic eontradictions of capitalism exist and operate as Marx
maintained, but today, in the advanced industrial countries to which
the last proposition applies, "the laboring classes are in no sense a
revolutionary potential." In these countries, he says, a rising stand-
ard of living has been brought about by "the overfowing productivity
of labor . . . and the new means of profftable waste" thus opened up,
also by the "highly effective scientiffc management of needs, demand
and satisfaction . . . which operates most forcefully in the publicity and
entertainment industry," which'has become part of the basic produc-
tive process and of the necessary costs of production" and without
which "vast quantities of goods would not be purchased." Thanks to
these factors, "the vital need for revolution no longer prevails among
those classes that as the 'immediate producers' would be capable of
stopping the capitalist production."

However, this does not in Marcuse's view break down the validity
of Marxian theory. In support of this contention he presents the fol-
lowing remarkable passage from Marx's Grund,risse der Kritik der Po-
litischen Okonomie, written in 1857:

As large scale industry advances, the creation of real wealth de-
pends less on the labor time and the quantity of labor expended
than on the power of the instruments set in motion during the labor
time. These instruments, and their powerful effectiveness, are in no
proportion to the immediate labor time which the production re-
quires; rather their effectiveness depends on the attained level ol
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science and technological progress or the application of science to
production. . . . Human laboi then no lonfdr appears as enclosed
in the process of production; rather rnan-relaiei himself to this
process merely as supen isor and regulator. He stands outside ot
the process of production instead of being its principal agent. . , .
In this transformation the great pillar of production arid we-alth is no
longer the immediate laboi perf6rmed b| man himself, nor his labor
time, but the qppropqiatiol o! his own universal productivity (crea-
tive power), that is, knowledge and his mastery of nature 

-through

his social existence, in one world: the developm6nt of the social (ail-
round) individual. The theft of another mnlt\ labor time on whlch
the social ttsealth still rests toilay then appears as a miserable basis
compared with the new basis vlhich hrle scale industry itself has
created. As soon as human labor, in its immediate form, has ceased
to be the great source of wealth, labor trme will cease, and must of
necessity cease, to be the measure of wealth; and exchange value
mlst of n_ecessity cease to be the measllre of use value. The szrplus
labor of the mass [of the population] has then ceased to be the con-
dition for the development of social wealth, and the leisure of the
few has ceased to be the condition for the development of the uni-
versal intellectual faculties of men. . The mode of production which
rests on exchange value then collapses. (Berlin, German Democratic
Republic, 1953, pp. 592fi,)

"Nothing is said here," says Marcuse, "about class struggle or im-
poverishment; the analysis of the collapse of capitalism is focused en-
tirely on the internal 'technical' dynamic of the system, in a word, on
the basic tendency of advanced capitalism toward automation." This
technological development makes possible the development of social-
ism on a higher level than Marx had envisioned. Present-day capital-
ism is already surpassing the basic features of that of Marx's day and
approaching the state of affairs described in the above quotation.
Much of what Marx thought possible only under socialism has in fact
developed under capitalism.

A revolution is still necessary, but it is not the working class which is
its instrument., Industrial labor is no longer identical with the im-
poverished classes, as the Marxian concept implies. Hence it is no
longer the development of class consciousness but the development of
"consciousness as such" which "appears to be the basic prerequisite
of radical change."

In the light of this, Marcuse sees as the principal revolutionary force
today the exploited masses in the industrially backward countries
an agricultural proletariat subiected to the kind of exploitation de-
scribed by Marx and conforming to his idea of the agent of revolution.
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Other forces include a) the political labor movement in countries like
France and Italy, whose "new strategy" seeks to extend labor's role
in management of key enterprises within capitalism, leading to control

by the dorkers themselves; b) in the United States the underprivileged
strata; and c) the "oppositional intelligentsia." Together, these four

constitute the "syndrome of a revolutionary potential," to which may

be added the existing socialist countries.
So much for the views of Marcuse. While his and Sweezy's ideas

possess some elements of truth, I believe they are fundamentally in

error. Let us proceed to look into them.

The Meaning of "Reoolutionary"

First, it is essential to distinguish between the revolutionary
character of the working class and ils consciousnass of its historic
role. The fact that in the period of manufacture the mass of the
workers tend to express only craft consciousness in no way alters

the fact that since socialized production already exists the solu-

tion to their problems already lies objectively in collective ownership

of the means of production. Not only is that necessity present from
the outset; it also ffnds conscious expression almost from the very
beginning, a point stressed by Engels inhis Anti-Dilhringt

. . . although, on the whole, the bourgeoisie in their stmggle with
the nobility could claim to represent at the same time the interests
of the difi6rent sections of thi workers of that period, yet in every
great bourgeois movement there were independent outbursts of that
6lass whicliwas the more or less developed forerunner of the modern
proletariat. For example, the Thomas Miinzer tendency in the pe-
iiod of the reformatioi and peasant war in Germany; the Levellers
in the great English revolution; in the great French revolution, Ba-
beuf. 

'Alongsid-e of these revolutionarv armed uprisings of a class

which was is yet undeveloped, the corresponding theor-etical mani-
festations made their appearance; in the 16th and 17th centuries,
utopian portrayals of ideal social conditions; in the l8th century, ac-

tuai conimuniitic theories (Morelly and Mably). The demand for
equality was no longer limited to political rights, but was extended
alio to'the social coiditions of individuals; it was not merely class

privileges that were to be abolished but class distinctions them-

ielves."(International Publishers, New York, 1939, pp. 24'25.)

To be sure, it is with the development of machine industry that the

proletariat emerges in full fower and that scientiftc socialism-the

Lasis for the development of class consciousness in its- fullest sense-

makes its appearance. However, the revolutionary character of the
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proletariat does not suddenly come into existence at this point, but
has, as Engels notes, clearly deffned roots in the earlier stages of capi-
talist development.

Nor does the continued advance of technology in modern times,
leading to the new technological revolution, reverse this process of
development. True, it brings about important changes in the com'
position of the working class, but these do not in themselves warrant
any conclusions that the working class is becoming "less revolutionary."

The facts concerning the status of the American working class today
are presented in the paper by Victor Perlo. Suffice it to say here

that they bear out neither the thesis of the vanishing blue-collar work-
er nor that of the affiuent proletariat. Nor do they support the notion
that the majority of American workers are bought ofi and corrupted
with the spoils of imperialism.

Of course, the center of gravity in the working class has shifted
markedly in the direction of unproductive labor. But this is a neces-

sary consequeice of the rising productivity of human labor, and was

already noted as such by Marx.
Secondly, the growing proportion of clerical, technical, engineering

and scientific workers in manufacfuring are no less a Part of the pro-
duction work force than are the blue-collar workers. Their growing
influx represents simply the fact that with advancing technology
manual labor is increasingly replaced by mental labor-a fact also

clearly recognized by Marx in his day.
True, this leads to a mounting heterogeneity of the working class

and the entry into it of a growing mass of in&viduals who tend not
to look upon themselves as workers. But this is only one side of the
process. On the other side, it is also a process of proletarianization of
intellectuals, depriving them of their independent status and increas-

ingly reducing them to the status of wage workers.
The requirements of advancing technology come into constant con-

flict with the capitalist relations of production because the central
purpose of the capitalist in introducing new machinery is to cut his
wage bill by replacing skilled with less skilled workers or by elimi-
nating workers altogether. This conflict sharpens as capitalism devel-
ops, and it becomes particularly acute with the rise of automation.

The capitalist strives to replace the semiskilled worker displaced
by automated equipment not with a technically trained worker but
with another semiskilled worker taught only to watch lights and push
buttons. He strives to meet the need for added skilled maintenance
workers by degrading the skilled crafts and by replacing highly-paid
journeymen with lower-paid workers with limited training. The work
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of skilled office workers is reducod to mechanical, repetitive opera-
tions by the introduction of increasingly elaborate office machinery,
and that of the growing body of engineers is progressively reduced
from ereative work to routine tasls. Further, it is not only the blue-
collar workers who are being displaced by automation. More and
more, in their "war on paper," the big corporations are using com-
puters to replace not only masses of clerical workers but also a whole
intermediate layer of management employees.

All this is accompanied by growing pressures to hold salaries down
and to extract greater quantities of labor. Increasingly, the lot of
these white-collar workers approaches that of the blue-collar workers.
Hence in growing measure they are driven to recognize their status as

workers, to organize and to struggle against tJre downgrading of their
status.

At the same time, the growth of the corps of technical and scientiffc
personnel at one end is far overshadowed by the mass displacement
of workers at the other. From this threat no one is immune, and the
wiping out of jobs of workers with decades of seniority is becoming
more and more common. Those displaced are in very large part driven
either into low-paying, insecure service jobs or into the ranks of the
chronically unemployed. Thus the chief efiect of automation is to ac-
centuate the process of creation of the industrial reserve army.

The efiect of all this is not to lessen but to sharpen the class struggle.
Marcuse overlooks this when he interprets Marx as presaging the
collapse of capitalism with no reference to the class struggle. What
Marx points out in the quotation from the Grundrisse is &at the
advance of technology ultimately makes it possible to producq vast
quantities of use values with minute quantities of human labor. With
this, their exchange value as commodities approaches zero, and
hence an economic system based on the production and exchango
of commodities becomes unviable. Indeed, such a level of technology
is compaUble only with communist relations of production.

But Marcuse takes this out of its context, namely, that thess
increasingly powerful means of production continue to be owned by
a capitalist class which strives to maintain the character of the products
as commodities-to keep their prices up in the face of their declining
exchange value and to maintain the rate of profft in the face of tho
shrinking proportion of investment which goes into the purchase
of labor power. These efforts to maintain and augment the extraction
of surplus value can only be made at the growing expense of tho
working class. Such is the role of monopoly price ffxing and of tho
mounting economic intervention of the state. And the growing resort
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to waste as a means of absorbing the rising surplus, particularly

through huge military expenditrt"i, it also at the expense of the

workers.
Thus does even the mere approach to ability to produce an abund'

ance of goods with a minimum of labor give rise to what has como

to be cJled the "paradox of plenty." And thus does it place ever

more sharply befoie the massis of wage workers the necessity of

removing fire obstacle which stands between them and the enjoyment

of the af,undance which their joint efforts are capable of producing.

Hence, long before the state of afiairs described by Marx is reached

the sharpeiing of the contradictions arising from private ownership

will compel the working class and its allies,to put an end to it' 
.

The id'ea advanced by both Sweezy and Marcuse that exploitation

has now shifted to the toiling masses in the oppressed countries of

Asia, Africa and Latin America, and that these havd therefore become

the main revolutionary force for the overthrow of capitalism, is like-

wise not valid. National oppression is not merely a matter of exploiting

wage labor abroad. It is the oppression of a people-of all classes-

ani the resulting struggle is not a class struggle but a multi-class

national liberatiJn stru[gle. Its goal is not socialism but national

freedom. In itself it is not antlcapitalist but anti-imperialist. In such

countries the class struggle exists, but it develops within the frame-

work of the ffght for national freedom.
In addition, the national liberation movements are no substifute

for the struggle of the working class in the imperialist countries.

They cannoi lead to the overthrow of capjtalism_ in a country like

the United States; that can be accomplished only by the appropriate

forces usithin the country. Revolution can no more be imported than

it can be exported. Moreover, without such struggles in this eountry

ihe successei of the forces of national liberation must remain limited.

ChangingForms of the Class Struggle

Sweezy's writing oS of the working class is not conffned to tho

United States but extends to all advanced capitalist countries. Even

in countries like France and Italy the working class is viewed as

reformist, not revolutionary (this is also implied in Marcuse's "new

strategy" characterization). The basis for such a position, in the face

of thJ fact that in these countries the workers are overwhelmingly
for socialism and the great maiority belong to or support their re-

spective Communist parties, is presumably_ that these parties are

engaged in parliamentary struggles, strikes, demonstrations and other
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mass actions in alliance with other forces instead of organizing armed
revolt.

Here we encounter a pro{ound fairure to recognize that as capitar-
ism develops the forms of ye class struggl,e ako?evelop u.rJ 

"hirrg".$s point-is made by Engers in The cratri struggres in iranrci, rcaB to7850,in which he compaies the conditions of r]g-gs *ith those of r84g.He says:

. . . [History] !*r . . . completely transformed the conditions under
y"l"l^-:n", l_r:letariat has to ffght. The mode of struggle of 184g
rs roday obsolete in every respect. . . .

The time of surprise .attacfs, of- revorutions carried through bysmall conscious minorities at the head or """o"r"i*, *lrr"r, i,
past. where itis a question of complete transformation or-i-t" ,o"irt
organization, the masses themselvei must be in it, musr themselves

l;1,?" jii:l'ilrli,,xlT,li'gl,?ti;;HH#rus?rl,',,"ufl 
I

us that. But in order that the masses 
"i"y ""d6rJtr"a *nrt i, to

be done, persistent work is required, and'it is lust thl, **t thrt
yj-g:-"9y pursuing. _(,{gx and Engels, SelectidWorks, Moscow,
1950, Vol. I, pp. 113, 123.)

since Engell'd"y the-changes have been even more profound. The
grow-rng socialization- of production leads to the 

"*"fo".r"u of mo-
nopoly capital, vrhich exploits and robs alr sections oi the people,
and to the development of state monopoly- capitalism, which iir""tty
utilizes the machinery and resources ol tt e itrt" fo, that purpose.
These developments give birth to a new contradiction, that Let*een
monopoly and all other sections of the people. This ffnds expression
in the anti-monopoly struggle, a democraiic struggle to cirb the
poyer of monopoly, It is intimately interlinked with i[e class struggle,
and it is within this framework that the movement for socialism
develops. At,the same time, the growing economic role of the state
thrusts the class struggle itself increasiigly into the political arena,
bringing with it the need for political alriances arrd the tying of the
working class more intimately to the democratic strugglls 5f oth",
sections of the people.

Those who, in the name.of updating Marx, argue that the working
class has outlived its- revolutiorra.y charr"ter, fi'il to see th"re ,r"ry
real 

.changes- 
in capitalism and the changes in the crass struggll

which arise from them. Baran and sweezyl in their book uonof,\ly
capital, reject the concept of state monopory 

-capitalism. e"J ir,"l,
write _off today's democratic struggles as a futile exercise in reform-
ism, failing to see the connection between reform and revolution.

noLE oF WOnXTNG Ctrss

Hence, because no one is at this moment storming the citadels of U'S.

capitaiism, they contend that nothing is really- happening, despite

thi great upsurge of democratic strugg-les-of the ,peace movement

and 
"the NJgro-freedom movement. They similarly see the. great

democratic siruggles in France and Italy as "reformist," unable to

discern within lfr'em the strengthening and maturing of the 
-forces

of socialism toward the not too distanf days of the ripening of revo-

lutionary shuggles.
Indeed, theylesemble those of whom Lenin wrote in 1913:

Certain people [after 1905] wh-o were inattentive to the conditions

of prepariirg ,"a developing the mass- strugFle were. driven to

desiair^ 
"rd" 

to anarchisri by_the leng_thy delays in th3 decisive

stru^sele against capitalism i., Errope. We can see now how short'

;igh?!J r"? fri"t-ti"arted this anaichist despair is. (Marx-Engels'

Marxisn, p.88')

Today the contradictions of capitalism are rapidly-sharpening.-The

base foi opportunism in the ran[s of the working class is shrinking'

not expanjiirg. The prospects for the growth of class consciousness

are inireasin[, not dieclining. The incompatibility of the,new tech'

nology with 
"privat" o*o"rtf,ip is becoming-ever more glaring, and

the [tssibiliti-es of making this clear to workers who see no answer

to automation are ever feater. But one must work to do so. One

must become involved ir the struggles of the working class and

engage in the consistent, painstakin[-tasks of organization and edu'

"riioi. 
And one must leirn how to adapt oneself to the ebb and

flow of struggle and how to ffght under all conditions'

There are 
-some, 

however, 
-who lose patience, who lose faith in

the working class, and who therefore abandon these difficult day-to-day

struggles ind seek "easier" highways to social revolution. Today

thesl"become purveyors of various forms of petty-bourgeois.radical-

ism, rejecting tttrt*t concept of the role of the working- class and

seeking othi "revolutionary potentials" to replace i!-wh1t Lenin

called-a .,revisionism from the Left." And many of them fall prey

to modern versions of Bakuninism and Blanquism-to the idea that

a dedicated handful of plotters can cally out a social revolution

an)rwhere and at anY time.
3uch, then, are lVlarx's ideas concerning the historic role of the

working class. What I have sought to demonstrate is that the develop-

ment oi capitalism since his day has not invalidated them but has

borne them out.
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Wil American Lahor Lead

The Socialist Hevolution?

Is labor disappearing in America? Has the white-collar surge left
but a scattering of manual toilers? Will automata and computers leave
the masses nowhere to go but to the races? Are the remaining workers
becoming middle-class appendages of the Establishment? Are all
white workers bribed with a share of foreign superproffts, or with
jobs producing armaments? Has the working class everywhere, but
especially in the United States, lost its revolutionary potential?

Positive answers, insinuated by official propaganda, and blazoned
by segments of the intellectual Left, have widespread currency in the
United States. Hyman Lumer has refuted them in terms of Marxist
classics. I will review them in relation to factual developments.

The Theory of the YanishingWorking Clnss

The working class consists of those without ownership of means of
production, hired for wages or salaries. World-wide the working class
is expanding prodigiously. According to estimates of M. Dragilev, a
Soviet economist, in the main industrial countries the industrial prole-
tariat alone increased from 10 million in the mid-nineteenth century
to 80 million at the start of the 20th, and 90 million now. He estimates
the total working class, including nonproductive workers, white collar
workers, etc., at 200 million, or 70 per cent of all gainfully occupied
persons. An additional 100 million are exploited by capital in the de-
veloping countries, which had scarcely any proletarians a century ago.

When Marx wrote, the proletariat was a minority of the population
in all countries, and a relatively small minority in most. At the time
of the Russian revolution the whole working class, industrial and
otherwise, was only one-sixth of the gainfully employed population,
and few will deny the leading role of labor in that revolution.

In the United States also, the working class is a rising, and rapidly
rising, share of the population. Leaving out salaried managers and
officials, whom I classify with capitalists, the wage and salaried work-
ers have increased from 64 per cent of the population in 1900 to 72
per cent in 1940, and 82 per cent in 1966-an overwhelming maiority,
matched scarcely anywhere. During the last six years alone the number

l6
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of workers has increasedby Bli million, or l51i per cent, while the total
population increased only I per cent.

A subsidiary theory is the vanishing of the industrial proletariat, the
revolutionary core of the working class. Certainly, employment in
trade and service industries has been increasing relatively, although
the majority of privately-employed wage and salaried workers are
still in the traditional industrial areas-manufacturing, mining, con-
struction, transport and communications. But the absolute nurnber of
workers in industry is increasing. It has nearly doubled in manufactur-
ing and nearly tripled in construction since 1939.

But, does a change in the sectoral distribution of labor mean a re-
duction in its revolutionary potential? There is nothing in Marxism
which says that the main, decisive sectors must remain unchanged.
The postwar decades have seen the adoption of mass production
methods by a whole series of non-manufacturing industries, along with
a rise in their social and political importance.

In retail trade, the thousands of small, scattered enterprises with a
few-sales people have been replaced by huge supermarkets with many
workers, engaged primarily in the continuation of the production pro-
cess in the sphere of distribution, rather than in selling. Workers in
supermarkets, objectively, might now be considered as equivalent to
part of the industrial proletariat, as suggested also by their unioniz-
ing and strike activity. There has been a similar growth of industrial-
type processes and labor-management relations in many rapidly grow-
ing private and government service industries.

An overlapping theory is the supposed replacement of the blue
collar, manual worker, by the white collar salariat. Again, the propor-
tion of white collar workers has increased, but not at the pace implied
by those who talk of the imminent elimination of human toil. Tradi-
tionally, statistics separated salaried employees and wage workers,
or manual workers. Now the government has reinforced the concept
of the vanishing manual worker by dividing them into three categories

-blue collar, service, and farm. At the same time, it has reinforced
the white collar total by throwing in the self-employed, officials and
executives. Thus an artiffcially inflated white collar total is shown
to exceed an artiffcially diminished "blue collar" total. Using tradi-
tional description, in 1966 salaried employees, excluding officials and
executives, comprised 36 per cent, manual workers 63.5 per cent, of
the total. In 1940 the corresponding figures were 27.g per cent and
72.1per cent. At this pace, it will be near the end of the century before
salaried workers equal manual workers in total.
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But the main thing is not statistical. With the rise in the number of
white collar workeri, the objective social and economic difierences
between the mass of white collar workers and manual workers have
dwindled. Today, except for professional employees, the median in-
comes of the main groups of non-farm workers are r.vithin 25 per cent
of those of operatives, the most numerous group. Clerical and sales
workers, who are white collar employees, average less than craftsmen.
Women sales workers average less than women operatives, and male
professionals only 50 per cent more than male operatives.

Conditions of labor also become more similar. Stackers and check-
out girls in supermarkets, typists and mailers in mass production
offices, have jobs close in character to many manual jobs in factories.

Of course, the consciousness of workers lags behind this obiective
change, but this lag also is diminishing. Relatively fewer white collar
workers now regard themselves as privileged than did so a generation
ago. The extent of organization and frequency of strikes among white
collar workers has multiplied more rapidly than their numbers.

The Triple Reoolution

The cyberculturalists, the authors of the Manifesto of the Tuple
Revolution, claim that automation and the electronic computer will
soon displace almost all human labor, leaving a nation of drones sup-
ported by government handouts. Their errors are rnanifold.

They confuse technical possibilities with economic feasibilities. A
space ship travels around the globe without a crew. A steamship has
a crew of 100. But hundreds of thousands of workers were engaged
in building that space ship, programming it, controlling its fight,
recording and analyzing the results. The real labor cost of travelling
around the globe in a space ship is still a hundred or a thousand times
that of travelling around the globe by boat.

Ways can be found of doing almost anything without direct appli-
cation of human labor. But generally, only those methods will be
introduced which involve an ooer-all econorn7 in current and con-
tained labor, at the given stage of development. Even with automa-
tion and cybernetics, changes in methods are gradual and limited.

Despite particular dramatic increases in labor productivity (e.g.,
coal mining), the average rise in labor productivity remains within
historical bounds-around 3 per cent per year in the United States,
somewhat more in certain other capitalist countries catching up to
the U.S. technologically, and around 6 per cent per year in socialist
countries.
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Even if the gain in labor productivity should reach 10 per cent per
year, conceivable under certain circumstances in a socialist society, the
need for human labor, and even expanding numbers of workers, would
go on indeffnitely.

The triple revolution concept restricts attention to the state of tech-
nology in the United States, rather than looking at the matter globally.
It falsely assumes a lack of intimate connection betlveen the two. The
cyberculturalists ignore the vast mass of overwork, excessively inten-
sive and excessively long, performed by tens of millions of Ameri-
cans. If the workweek were cut to 25 hours, and speedup were elimi-
nated, this would absorb all the increase in labor productivity until
near the end of the century.

Most fundamentally, the theory falsely limits human needs and
wants to the narrow conffnes of t*enii"th-century bourgeois af-
fuence-even as it greatly underestimates the vast efiort needed to
really achieve that standard for all of the American people.

History shows that man's needs increase and broaden in proportion
to his ability to satisfy them. Universal "affiuence," in communist so-
ciety, will merely set the stage for mankind ,to start out on universally
doing really enjoyable, interesting, creative work, the outlines of
which we are only beginning to be able to comprehend. One exampler
Today travel on the globe has become a major form of consumption.
Probably within a century, travel to other planets will become a major
form of consumption-travel by masses of people scientifically trained,
able and anxious to combine scientiffc work with "sightseeing." In a
communist society, where labor will become man's prime need and
joy, the boundary between work and consumption will fade-as it
already does for the few fortunate souls "happy in their work" today.

Exploitation of Labor

The revolutionary role of labor arises from the fact that it is the
most exploited class under capitalism, and that it is united socially
in the process of capitalist production, creating conditions under which
it can struggle unitedly to end exploitation, and establish social owner-
ship of the means of production.

Those u,ho have written off labor politically argue that the masses
are no longer exploited by the capitalists, but have been taken under
the wing of paternalistic capitalists, have become "part of the Estab-
lishment." Sweezy has dropped the term surplus value, because of its
connotations of exploitation. However, the table on the "social sur-
plus" compiled by Professor Phillips for Baran and Sweezy's Monopoly
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Capital shows it rising from 46.9 per cent of the gross national pro-
duct in 1929 to 56.1 per cent in 1963.

O{ficial statistics show a decline of 10 per cent in real wages and
salaries per unit of manufacturing output between the late 1950's

and 1964. Sirnilar downtrends are apparent in other industries. The
same tendency can be established over many decades.

Marx stressed the attempts of capitalists to increase the rate of
surplus value by prolongation of the working day. Some of the most
bitter struggles of Amerjcan labor have been to shorten the workweek.
Big victories were won, and a nominal 40-hour week enacted. But
for over 25 years American employers have succeeded to extending the
workweek, by use of legal exceptions or by increased use of overtime,
often with connivance of union leaders.

The actual average hours of workers who are not part-time workers
is around 46 per week, not 40. In 1966 there were 23.5 million workers
who toiled over 40 hours per week, constituting 41,7 per cent of all
full-time rvorkers. Their average work-week was-55 hourst And this
doesn't count moonlighting.

Official propaganda, and some trade union propaganda, conveys a

false concept of exploitation, namely that it refers to exceptionally
low wages. Certainly a major focus of American monopolies is the
extraction of superproffts from workers paid exceptionally low wages
here and abroad. But the mass of surplus value continues to be de-

rived from the exploitation of American workers paid ordinary, aver-
age wages, at ;the supposedly phenomenal American working class

standard of living. Let's examine that a little more closely.

Labor's "Middle Class" Lfu:ing Standaril

The supposed high living standard and easy working conditions of
American labor figure prominently in arguments casting aside laboy's
revolutionary role. These arguments start from the false premise of an
unchanging, universal scale of measurement. Marxism teaches that the
value of labor power-the underlying determinant of wages-reflects
a historically evolved set of living requirements in each country and
period. That scale is higher in the U.S. than elservhere, but it was
always higher. It is also higher than a half century ago, but it is quite
impossible to return to a past mode of living. The bourgeoisie, by
cheir selling and advertising, by their destruction of public transit
systems, and decent rental housing situations, have forced this more
expensive, if somewhat higher, living standard on workers.

What is the level of wages of most American workers, in relation
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to that historically evolved scale? The latest Labor Department study
showed a required $9,191 annual income to achieve a "modest" stand-
ard of living in 1966-some unions call it "shabby but respectable"-
for a family of four with one person working.

But 65 per cent of all families whose heads had a iob fell below
that level in i.965. The majority fell below the ffgure in all occupation
groups except professionals, and even among them 43.6 per cent of
the families failed to make it. Among families of operatives, the largest
single group, comprising the bulk of industrial workers, the median
income rvas 25 per cent below the required level. Considering only
white, non-Spanish-speaking working-class families, the majority fell
well below $9,191.

Finally, one must consider the conditioru of l.abon Marx stressed
that the misery of workers was due to many causes connected with
the accumulation of capital: "the lot of the laborer, be his payment
high or low, must gro\,v worse." (Capital, Modern Library, New York,
Vol. 1, p. 709. ) Of course, as Marx indicated, such laws must always
be modiffed by circumstances, as they have been through organization
and struggle. Still, all the conditions making for misery of labor pre-
vail in American industry today-speedup, lack of safety provisions,
job insecurity, monotony, excessive hours, degradation of labor, arbi-
trary bosses, etc. Every intellectual without factory experience should
read the account of Wall Street lournal correspondent Roger Rapo-
port's one-week stint at Ford's:

Working on the line is grueling and frustrating, and while it may
be repetitive, it's not simple. I learned at ffrst-hand why 250,000
auto workers are unhappy about working conditions. . I'm in
fairly good physical shape, but I ached all over after each day's
work on the line. . . . Nobody seemed to take any particular pride
in his work . . . (J"ly 2,4., L967.)

He described the breakneck speed of the line, the high-priced,
gulped lunch, the frequent violation of safety rules-all in one of
Ford's newest, best plants.

]ob insecurity is a special evil in American industry, where 15 mil-
lion workers suffer unemployrnent at least part of the time even in
good years. Employers habitually lay off workers permanently iust
before they reach pension age. Plant shutdowns are more frequent
than ever as monopolies shift operations to government-subsidized
southern and rural locations, as well as overseas. The strike struggles
of millions of workers each year, despite the labor bureaucracy, shows
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the dissatisfaction and willingness to ffght of the rank and ffle.
The above concerns the aoerage worker. Far worse is the lot of tens

of millions living below the poverty level. Poverty is more extensive
here than in most other industrialized capitalist countries, despite the
higher average wages, not to speak of the socialist countries, in some
of which real poverty, as it is Inown in this country, has actually been
eliminated. Social security standards, medical service standards for
workers in the United States are also lower than in most advanced
capitalist countries.

Oppression of Negro Workers

Another fallaey is the idea that only Negroes and other non-white
and Spanish-speaking minorities are oppressed in the United States,

and that this oppression is wholly different in nature than the exploita-
tion of labor. Certainly Negroes suffer add,itional oppression and are
robbed in extra ways. But the main materinl content of their oPryes-
sion is exploitation, or nlore exactly, superexploitation. The Negroes
form a disproportionate share of the working class, especially in the
toughest, most dangerous occupations. But their exploitation is yet
part and-parcel of the exploitation of the working class as a whole.

With tlie increasing ur6anization of Negroes, their mass appearance
in major industries, the objective factors making fol united action of
black and white workers are growing. The subiective obstacles can

be overcome more easily, as they are in fact in many strike struggles.
A high degree of Negro-white unity was achieved in the struggles

of the 1930's. What is necessary, in advance of the situation prevailing
then, is that in the next major upsurge of labor struggles the achieve
ment of real equality for Negroes become a key demand, with in-
sistence on all the special measures necessary to realize that equality.
Karl Marx's statment that the worker in a white skin cannot be free
while his brother in a black skin is enslaved is truer than ever.

At the same time, perhaps 80 per cent of the workers exploited by
U.S. capitalism within the United States are white, non-Spanish-speak'
ing workers. The full liberation of American Negroes can be achieved
only as part of and in connection with the struggles of American labor
as a whole. Black power will be fully realized-as a free and equal
part of working-class power.

Bribery of Workers and lmperialism

Marx, Engels and Lenin wrote about the bribery of a section of the
working class-of a "labor aristocracy"-out of the superproffts of im-
perialism. U.S. imperialism has extended its sway over much of the
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capitalist world, and derives unprecedented proffts therefrom. Some

Lelt-wingers argue that the bulk of American labor has been bribed,
bought into the "Establishment," ending clear-cut class distinctions

and class struggles in this country.
The aforementioned facts about labor conditions and incomes re-

fute that view. But let's examine it more directly. Doubtless some labor
leaders and some workers are bribed. An important task for Marxist
researchers is to locate and measure this phenomenon. But we can

show nou, that it is necessarily limited to a small fraction of the
working class.

Officially reported proffts from private foreign investments totalled

$7.5 billion in 1967. Adding the various forms of hidden proftts, as

analyzed in my book American lmperiali,snt, brings the total to $21.5

billion, which is 5 per cent of total wages and salaries paid in the
U.S. Even if it were all used to bribe a section of the working class,

only a rather small minority could be paid enough to really satisfy
them. But of course, the imperialists make these proffts primarily
for their own use, using only the leavings for bribing labor leaders

and workers.
Enough could be set aside to make a decisive subjective difference

to several million workers, if the amount was concentrated among

thern. This is certainly a serious matter, complicating achievement of
labor unity and organization. But it is a far cry from bribery of the
bulk of the working class.

However, there is more to the matter. Iiast century the colonialists
exploited Africa and fuia at little cost. The victims were forced to
pay taxes to support the soldiers and officials who lived ofi them, be-
sides providing cheap raw materials and labor for imperialist com-

panies and kings.
Today things are different. The massive growth of the antiimper'

ialist struggle has put an end to this "idyllic" situation. If U.S. imper-
ialism hai"multiplied its proffts, in comparison with the'old British
empire, by a factor of perhaps 5, its costs of maintaining its neo'
colonial empire have been increased by a factor of-say-100, and are
increasing more rapidly than the proffts.

Assume the cost to U.S. imperialism as equal to one-half of all
"national defense" spending, plus all "international affairs" exPen-

ditures. This comes to $48.4 billion in ffscal 1968, about double the
take from abroad.

Naturally, the monopolies get the proffts while the people pay the
costs. It is clear that no matter how much of the proffts from abroad
the monopolies use for bribing some workers, labor as a whole, the
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maiority of the people, are net losers. At the same time, this high cost
of imperialism limits still further the extent of possible bribery of sec-
tions of the working class.

Nor does this cost-versus-profft calculation exhaust the matter.
The export of capital is rapidly becoming a maior element undermin-
ing the job situation in the United States, and threatening American
wage standards.

U.S. corporations are expanding most rapidly abroad, not in a few
special areas, but literally in all corners of the capitalist world. Foreign
plant and equipment spending by U.S. ffrms jumped from $3.7 billion
in 1960 to $5 billion in 1963 and over $10 billion in 1967. This invest-
ment is not just in typical raw material industries, but goes across
the board in manufacturing, including the most advanced electronic
and chemical industries. In a completely new trend, U.S. corporations
manufacturing advanced products of the scientiffc-technical revolu-
tion are developing output by enslaved workers of the Far Eastern
neo-colonies-South Korea, Taiwan, and Hong Kong, at wages of
$f5-$20 per month, and this for labor more productive than that of
the Americans displaced.

The total foreign output of U.S. companies is now in the neighbor-
hood of $100 billion per year. Increasingly, the export of capital is
directly replacing former export of goods, and directlg substituting
imports for formerly home-produced goods. Imports of goods made in
enterprises owned by U.S. companies abroad increased from $8.6
billion in 1957 to perhaps $10 billion in 1967. Foreign emplognent
by U.S. companies now amounts to about 6 million workeri. About
one-third of this number, or 2 million, represents net jobs lost to U.S.
workers. And some 200,000 added iobs are lost yearlv.

Nor can this be regarded as a gain for the other countries, in none
of which are the U.S. exploiters wanted. The people would prefer
to buy U.S. technology and machines for use in enterprises they own,
without having to pay tribute to U.S. giant companies, without having
the U.S. military bases and political pressures which come with the
investments.

War Economy and Labor

The lure of jobs producing war materials has been a potent factor
in the Meany clique's ability to gain tolerance for its cold-war foreign
policy. Actually, the employment beneffts of militarism are declining,
while the costs of that employment to labcr are rising.

According to Labor Department ffgures, there are now 4.1 million
civilian workers whose jobs are due, directly or indirectly, to mflitary
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spending. This indicates a 
_7d per cent higher cost to crcate a lobthroug.h military spendinq than-through otier gooernmerrt or prtusate

spending. At the same time, the shaie of ta*Js paid by woikers is
rising, under conditions of the cord-war economy. fuorkers are paying
more taxes than they would-in a p-ea9e 

""oro*y, and ending 
"i, wit[

Iess employment than they have ^ir tt 
" *or"y were spent for useful,

peaceful purpos-es.,This ffnds its expression in the re^cent decrine inworkers' real take-home pay, and ii the rise of unemproyment this
year during the vietnam war. Meanwhire, the 

"*pr"yrri""l foa"r,i*tof that war has been exhausted. unress it spreads to new theaters,war employment will start to decrine. Alreadf emproyment rv wese
:o1T1"lgl*, squeezed- !y the Vietnam war, has a.opp"a fro*'440,000
to 330,000, and will fall further to 270,000 or 200,dCh.

A 
-.T3jo, 

argument of some Left ideologists, pessimistic about thepossibilitv of labor combating a war progiam, is that with disarma-
1e1t t!e- country would imme-diately r&eri to the mass ,r,"*pioy*"r,t
of the 1930s. In generar, that indicates a one-sided view or itl nr"rtimpact of a war economy. In particular, today, under tuUo, fr"rrr.",governments can be forced to engage in civilian job_creating p'rog."_r,

:Tip::jY" ?rms 
prosrr*' 

"rl"without the hr"J;;f '.r,ly pro_
duce, and much more beneficial to working people.

Y: "r1 Z!?lyr" the over-all cost to U.5. 
^*ork"rs 

from the specialp::ili"l of u's. imperialism as the Iargest overseas exproiter and mostmilitarized 
9o3ntry, by compariror, *lth the situatioi*nJ i."na, i,orner rmperialist countries. No other industrial country devotes sucha Iarge share of its resources to military activity. onry the unitedKingdom (and- perhaps the Netherlands) has iomp;i-";i; foreign

investments, relative 
. 
to it size. Foreign- investments 'of 

Japan, Itaryand West.Germlny, in particular, areielatively trivial, 
"Jir'ifr" ,"ifi_

:?:ffTdr:g of Japan. Y.et jhe- percentage of ,r,"*ptoy*l"i ir, ,f,"unlted states is chronically higher than in any of. tlie other reading
industrial capitalist countries.

The rate 
9f_ S?i" in r.ea] wag-es has dwindled as U.S. imperialism has

":pr"d:d globally, and the relati'e position of U.S. *orkl* fr", a","-
i"j'l".d ^in 

comparison with workirs in other capitarisi- 
"oi,ri"r.official ftgures show the folowing ffgures on the ,i"rug" 
"""rrr io-

crease in real take-home pay of U.S. factory workers: fgEg_+2, g.O pu,cent; 1947-57, 2.2 per,cent; 1957_67, 1.4 pu cent. These ng,rr", ou"r_
state- actuality somewhat, but we 

"r" "or-""rred here with ?he iact ofdeceleration, which would still be apparent with more ";;; ng*"r.r,, contrast, during-the past deca-de the average annuar increase inreal wages in West Germann France, fapan "ia tt*ty fr*, 
-iLL" 

of
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the order ot 4-5 per cent yearly' All-around g""-t 9l workers in so-

"iaitrcountriesh-avebeenevenmorepronounced'Underthesecon-;;u;;t, the much-touted advant"g"t o{ American workers over their

;;;;;;;t brothers will become oioiously insigniffcant in another de-

cad" o, two. The material basis for illusions that many 
-American

;;k";; have, resulting from their officially advertised higher living

standard, will disaPPear.-- 
Fi.rrlly, the Vieiriam war is-proving e,"t American workers can no

b;;;;; fi*oiuy- exemft fr*.F: phvsical sacriffces involved in

wars of aggtession-trom losing ia' UviS siandards' from being forced

;; tr" ,-i[-ai" in far-ofi landi from tt" titk of a devastating nuclear

attack on their homeland'

Reoolutionary P otential and Reoohrtinrwry Role

Objective conditions make the working class' expanded in size and

in th; breadth of its occupational and geographical disribution' more

,t * "r", 
destined to leid the socialiit revolution. These objective

"ir"o*rtrr"es 
do not, of course, guarantee that workers will achieve

ifr" r"Ui"",rre urrderrtanding, maiurftI, ""ltl "ld StllTcy 
required

to play'a revolutionary role in-any given historical period'

dut'evidence is strong that thosb subiective conditions are gowing

on , *orta scale' The "average numbei of strikers in the advanced

caoitalist countries increased 
-from 3'5 million yearly in the- interwar

#t"d i; ie.r Inittion yearly since World War IL The trade unions

il;;";;i"r-h"r"'or"r 70 *iltio, members. There are 3 million

membersofCommunistparties,llmillionmembersofsocialist
oarties. Communist and S6cialist votes total between 25 and 50 per

;;il the total (in some cases a majority) in most of these countries.

There have been signiffcant gains towards trade union unity and

towards socialist-comirunist ""Ity 
i" a number of cor:ntries. The de-

mandsofworkersmoreandmoreincludedemocratizationofcontrol
;;;;y, and other measures designed to wrest control of the econ-

;*y;;Jiile state from the hands of monopoly 
"?P:t-1',,.,-^.,--

Rece.,tlytheNerl}orkTimesgloomilydiscusseclthelikelyacces.
sion of French communists to a sf,are of power after de_Gaulle's de-

nart r". The leader of the ]apanese Socialist Party predicts capture

ff ,t"t" power within ten Years' -- 
Th; ,lhti.,r"ly rapid gajins in living standards of workers in most

ad',r"rr""d capitalist'corrit i", is a trioiute to their-high degree of or-

;;;il";J to thu revolutionary_orientation of so many of them,

iot a sign of corruption and politjcf degeneration'- iV" f,u"" alread| ,""r, ,oJ""rsful soci-alist revolutions in such ad'
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vanced industrial countries as czechoslovakia and East Germany,
however much these victories may be belittled by thp enemies of so-
cialism. we are likely to see socialist revolutions in additional ad-

"r""u_d 
capitalist c.ountries in the lifetimes of most people here.

Today there is the Maoist-Debrayist theory that tfie onry signiffcant
center of revolution is the 'third world." well, even here, ihe issential
role of the working class as the leading force, if the revolution is to
pass on to a socialist stage, becomes increasingly evident. So far, the
closest approach to revolutionary victory on the continent of Latin
America has been reached in chile, and here the leading role of labor
among the revolutionary forces is quite evident-as it iJ indeed in all
other countries within the early stages of modern industriarization.

Moreover, 
- 
a m_ajor, indispensable strongpoint for revorutionary

movements tlroughout the 'third world" is the support and material
aid rendered by the world working class, ffrst and folernost the work-
ing class of the soviet union and other socialist countries. Nor should
we overlook the aid of French workers to the Algerian revolution,
however that may be slandered by some ultra-LeftiJt phrasemongers.

Perspectioes for Struggle and Progratn

American labor lags far behind workers in other deveroped coun-
tries in consciousness, p-olitical organization and lever of struggle.
T!*-" who deny the role of labor breed pessimism and purriuity,
which help the Meanys to pelpetuate their rule and to exiend the
lagging of subjective understanding behind objective factors.

- 
Revolulionary intellectuals have a big role to play in herping to

deepen the consciousness of the working class, in*achieving ioorr""-
tions with labor, and helping workers overcome backward'ness and.
illusions. such a role was played by many inteflectuals in the 1gg0's.
Many new leaders, attuned to the new times, are arising also from
within the working class, especially among the Negro wJrkers, from
l*o1g those struggling to organize the most exploiied sections of la-
bor,- frgm among those organizing labor peace activities.

The harmful effects of the vietnam wai inerease the opportunities
for advanced understanding and activity among workeri,- including
war workers. consider the strikes of cape canaveral base workeri
of Dow napalm workers, of RCA engineers, the 25 per cent absen-
teeism and cases of sabotage in war faetories reported by the walt
Street lournal.

- 
It is important to popularize demands which elarify the link between

the material interests of the workers and the ffght against u.s. imper-
ialist aggression and militarism. r,abor should- corie out againsf al
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u.s. diplomatic and military protection to U.S. foreign inv_estments,

demand the renunciation of treaties granting privileges and advantages

to foreign investors, and end all u.s. t-ax privileges for foreign invest-

ments. i. special tax should be levied against imports from foreign

affiliates of U.S. corporations, to be turned over to the unions of work:.

ers affected for unemployment relief and retraining. Punitive taxation

should be levied ,grilrrt U.S. corporations using foreign flag 
-vessels.

Cooperative relaf,onships with union-s o{ foreign workers of multi-

nation^al corporations should be multiplied. Mon-ey n-ow spent for so-

called ,'foreign aid," really to aid penetration by U.S.- corporations,

should Ue uiea instead to lend to foreign countries for their own

industrialization projects, without strings, creating-jobs for workers-

in this country pioducing equipment and supplie_s _for 
these proiects.

Also, domestic anployment inouta be encouraged by ending the dis-

criminatory barriers to East-West trade'

Labor should demand a government peace Program providing more

iobs than the arms progrri',, and creating the homes, schools, med- "

ical facilities, and other public services and basic necessities now,

lacked by tens of millioni. Labor should insist on a revival of the

principle of the Murray Full Employment Bill of 1946' establishing
"th" ,&porrribility of the government to pro_vide jobs at union wages

to all iorkers not employed by private industry. There should be a

special GI bill of rigits'fo, *.rrritionr workers, with guarantees of

iternative jobs, mo,Iing expenses when war factories close down,

scholarships'for college idrr"utior, retraining, etc. Munitions,factories,

including'aerospace ind military electronics factories, should be na-

tionalizJd, and as internationaily agreed disarmament is achieved,

converted to the maximum extent possible to peacetime uses'

This kind. of program-not necesiarily every detail outlined above-

will help raise ihe"general political level of American workers, make

the coniection betieen bread-and-butter issues and the ffght against

the military-industrial complex and its program of aggression, war

arrd s,rperproffts from supeiexploitation of foreign p-eoples, will help

providJ thle 11nk between the peace movement, the labor movement,

and the Negro peoPle's movement.

Th idea that ,{.meiica will be a stronghold of reaction until the revo'

lution wins everywhere else in the worJ.d is contrary to the- history

of this country, and contrary to the objective trends of world develop

ment. The American working class can become a major force for pro-

gress and a revolutionary force-rot in some dim distant century,

f,ut sufficiently soon to be a goal for practical activity today'

ERIK BEBT

Galhraith's Ilefense 0f [apitalism

lnThe Neu Industrial State* ]ohn Kenneth Galbraith deals with the
class stnrggle and class structure in the United States; with monopoly
capitalism, state monopoly capitalism and the military-industrial com-
plex; with the problem of the market, the role of "selling" and the
arms budget; and with the relation of capitalism to socialism. The book
constitutes an effort to rebufi, without too much commotion, the per-
sistent influence of Marx's analysis of capitalism. He deals, explicitly,
in-some instances only in puriirrg, witli Marx's actual or puiported
views on the individual capitalist, the concentration of capital, the in-
dustrial reserve army, the state, the constriction of the capitalist
market, and with Marxist views on military expenditures. 

I

The "TechnostrLtcture" Takes Oaer

The theoretical foundation of Galbraith's analysis is that, as "land"
was replaced by "capital" as the "decisive factor of production" a
century or more ago, so "capital" has been replaced by "organized
intelligence." The proof of capital's dethronement lies, according to
Galbraith, in the fact that the "unmitigated pursuit of monopoly profft"
is no longer the lode star for capitalist enterprise.

The course of the "industrial system"-Galbraith's term for capital-
ism-is now set by the "technostructurd' of corporate enterprise. The
"technostructure" embraces the executives, technicians, scientists and
sales personnel who constitute, so to speak, the brain and soul of the
corporation. With the usurpation of power by the 'technostructure,"
other goals have replaced maximum profit. The capitalist's goal was
rnaximum profft because he profited; maximum profft is not the goal
of the technostructure, for its members are on salary.

The new goals of capitalism, arising from the take-over by the
technostructure, are, according to Galbiaith: "a serious minimum of
earnings" to make "accustomed payments to the stockholders"; a
"maximum rate of groMh" of the corporation; "savings for reinvest-
ment"; and a "progressive rise in the dividend rate."

But these objectives do not constitute, as Galbraith contends, a new

*John Kenneth Galbraith, Tlte New Indu.strial Sfote, Houghton Mifflin,
Boston, $6.95.
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goal of our economy. They are simply a difiused and ad hoc transla'
tion of maximum profft. To achieve the stated objectives the corpora'
tion must obtain an assured and increased profiq to be paid out tn
dividends, and to provide maximum accumulation of capital for
"maximum rate of growth."

Galbraith's dethronement of capital and the elevation of the techno-
structure to the seat of power is purest ffction. One need only consider
the merger movement of the last 20 years, and the mad course of the
stock market, to judge whether maximum profft is, or is not, the heart
and soul of U.S. capitalism.

The goal of capitalist enterprise is to be seen in its fruits. Galbraith,
himself, provides some of the evidence. "Savings for capital forma-
tion" accrue chiefly to the corporation stockholders, to the "afluent
and rich," he points out. Galbraith argues, nonetheless, that the seat

of "power," of "decision-making," lies in the salaried, non-stock-
owning technostructure. The capitalis! as stockholder, has been
separated from "all efiective power," for the "modern coqporation
disenfranchises its stockholders."

But these allegations do not Prove, or even suggest, that maximum
profft is not the be-all and end-all of corporate enterprise. Let us

assume that the technostructure has all of the "decision-making

power" that Galbraith ascribes to it. But the issue is not who has the
"power" of "decision-making'; the issue is; "power" over what, "de-
cision-making" about what?

The technostructure's "1tower" and "deeision-making" relate to
capitalist enterprise, in which the means of production are capital,
the labor is the labor of wage workers, and the surplus value extracted
from labor is the property of the capitalists, whether distributed as

dividends or interest, or accumulated by the corporation. The goal of
capitalist enterprise-maximum profit-is built into the capital-wage
labor relationship.

The "New Industrial State" concept, which provides the title for
Galbraith's book, is intended as a rebuttal to the Marxist conception
of state monopoly capitalism. The "Industrial.State," Galbraith says, is
a complex which "embraces both the industrial system and the state."
At a dozen or more points he describes the merging of the state appa-
ratus and the corporations. But the 'inextricable" embrace of the
state and the corporations is not an admission by Galbraith that the
state is subverted to the interests of capital.

The purpose of the "close fusion of the industrial system with the
state" is to mediate the "tasks of technical sophistication," he con-
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tends. That is, this "fusion" is incited by technological compulsion,
rather than by profft imperatives. The merging of monopoly capitalism
and the state represents, he holds, the "socialization" of corporate
wealth. fn time, he adds, the'line" between monopoly capital and the
state "will disappear."

The deseription of state-monopoly capitalism as technologically-
inspired conceals the fact that the vastly expanded state apparatus
becomes increasingly the instrument of monopoly capital.

A "Plannedl' Economic System

Proof that the striving for maximum profft has been replaced by
other 

_objectives lies ir1 the fact, Galbraith contends, that 'planning'
is modern capitalism's mode of existence. Price-ffxing, which has been
viewed _by some as monopoly extortion, is simply a means whereby
the modern corporation can plan its growth.

To support the "planning" thesis Galbraith cites the integration of
production sequenees by individual corporations, the expansion of
inter-ffrm contracts for purchase and sale, and the "control" of "con-
sumer behavior" (sales) through advertising. "We have an economic
system which . . . is in substantial part a planned economy," he de-
clares. "The size of General Motors," thus, "is in the service not of
monopoly . . . but of planning." Large size is 'the general servant of
technology not the special servant of profft."

The issue is not, however, whether there is planning or not, by the
great colporations, but whether, as Galbraith contends, "planning"
has replaced maximum profft as their life's purpose, and whether
"planning" has dissolved the basic contradiction of capitalist produc-
tion. "Planning" becomes the mode of operation of capitalism only
by assuming, as Galbraith does, the non-existence of the immanent
contradiction of capitalism: wage labor and capital.

Galbraith rejects the "ancient Marxian contention . . . that a cap-
italist economy sufiers from an inherently limited market." "There is
in fact," he maintains, "nothing to the Marxian contention." He con-
cedes elsewhere, however, that "management of demand" for "pro-
ducts in general" is essential. "There must be a stabilization of overall
demand."

He resolves the contradiction as follows: Capitalism "requires . . .

a large public sector for the stabilization of aggregate demand." Such
a "large public sector" is the "fulcrum" for the "regulation of aggre-
gate _demand." And, then- "Military expenditures are the pivot on
which the fulcrum rests."
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Galbraith acLmowledges that the dependence of the "regulation of
demand" on "military expenditures" is "unsettling"; that the "organic
relation" of the war budget "to the performance of the economic sys-

tem leads to unpleasant introspection." "It seems also a poor advertise-
ment for the system and lends comfort to the frequent allegations of
Marxists." He denies, however, that there is a blood-kinship between
monopoly capitalism and war-waking. Capitalism is not "inherently
bloody." The technostructure would just as soon use federal expendi-
tures for un-bloody projects.

But, Galbraith argues, it is not possible to replace the warfare sec-

tor of the budget by welfare items. While welfare items could be
sufficiently massive, in dollar terms, to replace military expenditures
as a pivot for the economy, they can not replace war expenditures as

an inspiration for technological innovation. Only space exploration
might efiectively replace warmaking, in terms of volume and tech-
nological sophistication, in the budget. And so he rules out, spe-

cifically, schools, parks, housing, greater beneffts for the poor and
expandecl pensions, as adequate replacements for war expenditures.

Tha Theory of Conaergence

Galbraith argues that U.S. capitalism is not the evil thing it is often
described as being. It is, he argues, very much like socialism or very
much like what socialism really is.

The United States is called capitalist, and the Soviet Union is called
socialist, but in reality they both are large industrial nations, engaged
in large scale production, with large capital investment; make
"growth" their goal; organize saving and investment; control prices
and individual economic behavior, and must control wages; engage
in broad planning; and create a technostructure to direct industry.
These facts point to an "economic tendency to convergence" between
the United States and the Soviet Union.

The "tendency to convergence" was discovered by Galbraith by sub-
suming monopoly capitalism in the United States and socialism in the
Soviet Union, under the conception of production-in-general, at the
modern level, divorced from the class relations within which such
production is carried on.

Galbraith's argument could lead one to conclude, for example, that
since the USSR made a soft landing on Venus and the U.S. sent a

rocket close to the planet and since both feats require a smiilar, if not
identical, technological foundation, there is an "economic tendency to
eonvergence," not only between the U.S. and USSR, but between
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capitalism and socialism.
The implications of Galbraith's "convergence" doctrine are politi-

cal. U.S. monopoly capitalism is transformed by him into "capitalism
without control by capitalists." The Soviet Union is "socialism without
control by society." In the U.S. the capitalist stockholders have been
emasculated; in the Soviet Union the proclaimed paramountcy of "the
people and the Party" is a ffction. As the result of the rise of tech-
nology, the technostructure rules in both societies. Galbraith says the
USSR is developing along lines similar to those which the U.S. is fol-
lowing; while the U.S. is coming to 'iesemble socialism." Galbraith
argues that the differences between them are "ostensible," are "ideolo-
gical," or just differences in "ideological billing." At "all fundamental
points" they are converging.

The implication is that the struggle against monopoly capitalism,
not to speak of the effort to replace capitalism by socialism, is futile,
for monopoly capitalism is "converging" with socialism.

There is one portentous uncertainty: the possibility of nuclear an-
nihilation, Galbraith declares. This peril arises from the industrial
system, the cold-war image, and the war budget. But this is not an
indictment of capitalism, to his mind, for the Soviet Union is histori-
cally responsible for the cold war. The U.S. industrial system requires
the war budget to sustain technological advance and planning; so, too,
does the Soviet Union, for all social systems need military planning.

Denies Historic Role of Working Class

Galbraith favors a "less mortal" alternative. Such an alternative
requires "some agency that is powerfully determined" to attain it.
The working class of the United States is not that agency, according
to Galbraith. He shares this platform with substantial sections of the
New Left and of the liberal middle class, with the "Thought of Mao
Tse-tung."

Galbraith, and those who share the platform with him, exclude
consideration of the workers, historically, as a class; view them only
as trade unionists; and see the'trade unions retreat into the shadows."
Galbraith states the case for the platform: the decline in U.S. union
membership is permanent; the unions have become less powerful and
less militant; the corporations have accepted collective bargaining;
"harmonious" relations between the big corporations and the trade un-
ions have evolved from the concordance of their interests. He thus
excludes the historic role of the wage workers as a class and the fact
that the trade unions are, in the U.S., the largest coherent organization
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of the people, however inadequate their activities. He sees class col-
laboration as their manifest destiny.

Galbraith warns that there is no use in looking to the trade unions
for leadership because "they are under no particular compulsion to
question, the goals of the industrial system or the tendency to make
all social purpose identical with these goals."

This is ironic, for Galbraith s book obscures the goals of the .,indus-

trial system," rejects the contradiction between capital and labor as the
essential social content of capitalism, and denies the historic role of
the working class.

-Galbraith's 
denigration of the trade unions is abetted by his support

of measures to hamstring their efiectiveness even on the econ-omic
front. He calls for a "system of wage and price restraints." He admits
that unions have "long reacted adversely" to such a program intended
to keep wages down. To offset this antagonism Galbraith presents wage
control as an "inevitable" answer to the "wage-price spiral." He does
not ask for control of proffts. That is left to the "ned' nature of in-
corporated wealth, which does not seek to maximize proffts, Under
sueh self-restraint, control of profits would be superfluous.

Having foreclosed the need for abolishing capitalism, and having
banished the working class, Galbraith ftnds that the "needed changes;;
in our society "all involve the sensibilities and concerns of the mind."
Mankind's fate lies in the hands, or mind, of the intellectuals, he con-
cludes. The "natural . . . interest" in the'heeded changes" is to "those
who are called the intellectuals."

Among the intellectuals the largest coherent group is the "educa-
tional and scientiffc estate." The Educational and Scientiftc Estate
"connects at the edges with the scientists and engineers within the
technosructure" and, on the other frontier, "with civil servants, jour-
nalists, writers and artists" outside the technostructure. The qualiff-
cations of the E & S Estate for the role of savior lie, according to
Galbraith, in its size, its 'privileged access to scientiffc innovation"
and its "nearly unique role in social innovation."

The purported qualifications are not convincing. The Estate's num-
bers are not impressive. Its "privileged access to scientiffc innovation"
appears to hint that Galbraith intends that they take over by a general
skike, but he does not say so. The "social innovation" to which he
refers relates to the run-of-the-mill liberal proposals about trusts,
labor, taxes, farm aid, natural resources, of the past three-fourths of
a century.

Galbraith offers in The New lnfunnial State a coherent plafform to
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support the derogation of the working class which is widespread in
middle-class circles and applauded in the ruling class. Of necessity,
that platform seels to transform capitalism into a social welfare in-
stituUon; seeks to dissolve the half-century of contradictory develop
ment of U.S. capitalism and Soviet socialism in an un-class "con-
vergence" stew; and conceals the fact that the foreign policy of the
New Industrial State is-Vietnam.

If its intent were not pernicious, one could, charitably, ascribe Gal-
braith's promotion of the Educational and Scientiffc Estate to become
mankind's savior as utopian.

It should be noted that on the theoretical front Galbraith accepts
the capitalist's views as legitimate. "Capital" is "capital," "earnings"
are "earnings," that is all we know, and all we need to know, Galbraith
appears to believe.

It is obvious to Galbraith where the vast accumulation of wealth in
the past came from. "The Great Pyramids, Baalbek, St. Peter's, Char-
tres, Versailles or Cuzco . . . are the results of . . . deprivations of
slaves."

But General Motors, Standard Oil of New Jersey, Chase-Manhattan,
A & P, Metropolitan Life, are the results of what? Galbraith does

not say.

A Defense of the System

Galbraitir-s Neus lndmtrial State is, in the last analysis, a pleading
for monopoly capitalism. It is true that he cites the ills of our system,
especially poverty and deprivation of civil rights. It is true, also, that
he warns, emphatically, of the threatening catastrophe of world war.
But, as he formulates these admissions, they become, in the case of
poverty and the repression of the Negro peoplg not an indictment
but hangovers of a pre-capitalist social structure.

The t}reat of World War III, arises for him, not because of capital-
ism, but because capitalism has been constrained-as has socialism, he

says-to ffnd in war preparation the only feasible avenue for highJevel
technolo gical development.

The innocence of capitalism is proved more directly, according to
Galbraith, in that the exploitive and evil characteristics ascribed to
it are today untrue. The capitalists have been put out to pasture by
&e new ruling class, the top executives and management, and the
"technostructure," he declares.

Friedrich Engels said, decades before Galbraith, that the capitalists
are superfluous. That had been made evident, Engels said, in the
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operation of stock companies, in which the "entire administration
is carried out by salaried officials" (Marx-Engels Works, Vol. 35,
p.32a).

Unlike Engels, however, Galbraith has concluded that, since salaried
employes direct the system, its physiology has changed. One might
say with equal justiffcation that slavery changed when the slave owner
handed his whip to the riding boss or plantation manager. The cap-
italist system has become, Galbraith avers, a vehicle for the advance-
ment of technology, science, production and, hence, of the public
welfare.

It is not ordained, however, he says, that capitalism will follow this
path undeviatingly or will avoid the danger of world war. It must be
guided. Guidance must come from those who are sensitized to the
dangers that confront us and who can lead us from them. The elect
are the intellectuals, and especially those within the Educational and
Scientiftc Estate.

The working class is excluded as the emancipating class, because
Galbraith sees emancipation not as a historic social evolution, based
on the class relations of society, but as a moral or intellectual eflores-
cence.

Although Galbraith's book is on the bestseller lists his views are
not new. In the context of the fundamental contradiction of our social
order-that between capital and labor-his is essentially a common
garden variety of liberal middle-class reaction.

The rejection of the historic emancipating role of the working class
has recurred often in the development of the socialist movement.
During the late 1870's and early 1BB0's, to pick an instance, there
developed in the outlawed German Socialist Party a tendency that
held, as Engels described it, that "the working class, out of its own
resources, is incapable of emancipating itself"; a tendency which
asserted that the emancipation of the working class is possible only
through the educated middle classes; that, consequently, leadership
in the socialist movement should be accorded to the bourgeois and
educated stratum (Marx-Engels Works, Vol. 34, pp. 403; 104-105; Vol.
35, p. 861).

The foregoing does not implicate Galbraith personally, for he does
not even think that the workers need to be emancipated from capital-
ism. However, he, like the German socialists referred to, sees the
working class as benighted, and contends that mankind must look
to the educated sector of the middle class for its salvation and ad-
vancement.

DEFENSE OT CAPITtrI.ISM g7

Engels warned that the proletariat would dissipate its leading his-

toric role if it made concessions to the beliefs and wishes of the Petty
bourgeois elements which were attracted to the socialist movement.
(Marx-EngelsWorks, Vol. 84, p. a26.) The same dangers exist for the
working class in the views of Galbraith.

Galbraith has attempted to undercut Marx's views by the well
known charge that they are sadly old-fashioned. But, this too, has

been said before, long before Galbraith resorted to it. In fact the
out-of-datedness of Marxism is almost as old as Marxism itself.

In 1869, for example, less than two years after the publication of
Das Kapital, Dr. Adolph Held, of the University of Bonn, said that
although the book had appeared only recently, it was old hat. Held
said the volume was out of date by some 20 years; he found it only
"an echo of the movement prior to L848" (Marx'Engels Works, Yol.
32, p. 589).

The issue is not 'bld-fashioned or new-fangled." The essence of
Galbraith's New lndustrial State is: the transformation of capitalism
into a welfare-oriented institution; the repudiation of proffts as the
heart and soul of capitalism; the absolution of capitalism, particularly
U.S. monopoly capitalism, from responsibility for the peril which the
world nolv faces; the contention that socialism is not a fundamental
new social order and that the course of social development does not
make the working class the decisive, historically chosen, enemy and
gravedigger of capitalism.

That, I believe, adds up to a defense of U.S. monopoly capitalism.

-. 

,*"" *" prlil, proor*a, u "* the process by whrch 
I

the capitalist consumes labor-power, the product of the laborer 
I

is incessantlly converted, not only into commodities, but into I

capital, into value that sucks up the value-crcating power, into 
I

means of subsistence that buy the person of the laborer, into I

means of production that command the producers. The laborer 
I

therefore constantly produces material, objective wealth, but in I
the form of capital, oi an alien pewer that dominates and exploits 

I
him; and the tapitalist as conitantly produces labor-power, but 

I
in the form of a subjective source of wealth, separated from the I
objects in and by which it can alone be realized; in short he pro- 

I
duces the laborer, but as a wage-laborer. This incessant reproduc- I

tion of the laborer, is the sine qua non of capitalist production. 
I

Capital, Volume I, (International I
Publishers ) pp. 5SS-584.._l



HERBERT APfiIEBE'R

In Support of the Arab Peoples*

. Allow me !o express to our Indian hosts my deep appreciation for
the honor and the opportunity of participating in this ,iost signiffcant
Conference.

Three central realities concerning the rerationship of the united
states of America and the subject of this conferenie must be born
in mind: a) the u.s. government is the main bastion of what remains
of the systems of imperialism and colonialism; b) u.s. imperialism has
fy"d_*T:lj"l:nilitary, diplomatic and economic stakes pirticularly in
the Middle East-especially is this true, of course, as-concerns-the
international oil cartel in which American monopolies are dominant;

:] h"U- the Jews left in the world, after Hitler's ilaughter, live in the
united states and one-fourth in New york city-th6 social, psycho-
logical and political results of this are very consequential. To iliustrate
just one aspect of this_ reality we mention the fact that for the past
ten years in the united states there has been only one daily progres-
sive newspaper and that is in the Yiddish language.

Having_briefy affirmed these fundamental facts, let me now, again
rnost briefly, offer the following observations:

- 1) L is absolutely necessary 'that it be made clear that the question
before us is not one of Arabs versus Jews. The question beforl us on
the contrary is one of imperialism and colonialism versus national
liberation and social progress. The question before us is the efiort by
imperialism to maintain 'the specially exploitative relationship witir
the so-called underdeveloped countries, many of whose inhabitants

. * Speech delivered at the International Conference in Srryport of the
Arab Peoples, held in New Delhi, India, November 11-14, 196?. The Con-
ference, called on the initiative of the India Peace Council, was attended
by 162 delegates from 66 countries and ?0 internatioual organizations. It
was chaired by Krishna Menon. One hundred members of the Indian par-
liament signed the Call, and messages were received from the heads of
government in India, Jordan, Mongolia, Cuba, Sudan, Syria, the United
Arab Republic, Algeria, Kuwait and Cambodia.

The speech was presented at the opening plenary session of the Confer-
ence, attended by some 1,200 delegates and visitors. In addition to it, we
present the texts of an Appeal to the Conscience of the \Morld and a Dec-
laration, both unanimously adopte d.-T he E ditors.
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are "colored' peoples; the latter fact is of great importance in view
of the especially racist nature of U.S. imperialism and the fact that
inside the U.S. some 25 or 30 million "colored" people are writhing in
protest against that racism.

2) It is necessary that it be made perfectly clear that involved here

is in no way anti-Semitism, this being absurd as the Arab peoples them-
selves are of course Semitic. But it is necessary also to affirm clearly
that it is not a matter of anti-Jewishness. This should be done with
vigor, clearly denouncing anti-Jewishness as the poison it is and af-
ffrming knowledge of the age-old use of that poison as the handmaiden
of the worst forms of reaction. Simultaneously denunciation must be

rnade of all forms of chauvinism, and certainly the chauvinism directed
against fuab peoples which in the main communications media of
the United States has reached scandalous and barbaric proportions.

8) Israel's right to existence, as ueated by the UN, and as again
recently conffrmed by the Prime Minister of the Soviet Union, is not
in question. The greatest threat to Israel's future comes from the
Eshkol-Dayan-Begin government which has made it into a handmaiden

of imperialism and colonialist expansionism.

4) Emphasis must be given, with exact data, as to the colossal

stake of the oil cartel in &e Middle East, and the absolutely fabulous

proffts extracted therefrom by that predominantly U.S. cartel. In that
connection the well-known subordination of U.S. foreign policy to
the desires of that cartel should be documented.

5) We must demonstrate that the U.S' government has not only
supported reactionary governments in Israel but also reactiolary gov-

ernments among Arab peoples. Thus, the U.S. has provided Saudi

Arabia with almost ten times as much arms as it has Israel. Dem-

onstrating this is important for it helps expose the imperialist essence

of the Mid-East question rather than its being one of Jews vs. Arabs.

6) It is important to show the organic connection between the ag-

gression of t0E6 and that of 1967; this helps expose the conspiratorial

and imperialist character of the latter.
7) Iais necessary to reiterate that the Israeli Government and the

U.S. government in the months and days prior to the ]une 1967 aggres-

sion iolemnly afirmed the absence of any intention, so far as the

former was concerned, of territorial aggrandizement and, so far as

the latter was concerned, its commitment to the sovereignty and ter-

ritorial integrity of all states in the Middle East. As events have

demonstrated without any ambiguity, both were lying; at any rate

the ffrst has appropriated enormous territory from several neighbors
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and the second has dcne all in its power to make possibre the reten-
tion of the fruits of this ravishmen[, This blatant v^iolation of solemn
pledges.repeatedly given by both powers must be exposed continuaily
and without let-up.

, 
B) It .is necessary to affirm with the greatest possible vigor and

clarity that the ffrst necessity in the present situation is the with-
drawal by Israel from all territory it hai occupied since June 4, rg67.
No- aggressor may be permitted to profft from- his crime."

. 9 ) The rec_ognition of the dghts ;f ilre refugees must be accorded
by Israel and full restitution must be made tI them, in accordance
with the resolutions of the UN, hitherto ignored by Israel.

10) The irony of history-what Lenin or"e 
"rilud 

"the malicious
irony of history"-manifests itself with peculiar force in this matter
for here is Israel employing the blitzkrLg tactics of Hitler; here is
Israel employing mobil€ crematoria-knor,rt as napalm bo*ts_rrpon
living.human beings; here are Jewish peopre actin^g out the roleJ of
occupiers and tormentors of peoples!

11) The so-called 'preventive war" argument of Israel must be
fully exposed for the propaganda falsehood"it is. Here two main points
must be made: a) the Israeli action was aggressive and not preventive,
as all the evidence increasingly shows uri-u, the dispositiJn and em-
ployment of the Israeli forces in June, 1g67 make ciystal-clear; and
b) in the age of thermonuclea, weaponr and the existence of the uN,
such 'justiffcation" (which is exac[ly the .,justiffcation,, of the U.S.
in its atrocio-us aggression against-the people of vietnam) is absolutely
impermissible. It returns us to the unimpeded power politics whicL
produced world wars I and II and will, if not halted, piodrce world
War III.

12) The facts on the horror of the ]une war and its aftermath and
of the present occupation should be ruuy documented and made
easily available. In this connection, permit me to suggest that we need
carefully prepared educational material especiaily- from our Arab
friends and the more, the better.

Rarely has such a massive propaganda campaign been undertaken
and maintained in the u.s. as in connection with this Israeli aggres-
sion. Because of this, and because of the considerations alluded to in
the beginning of my remarks, the ]une events produced considerable
confusion and disarray il fu U.S. peace movement and among pro-
gressive forces in general. This was especially true in New yorl and
in Southern california. still, note must be made of the fact that there
has been some change in public opinion in the u.s. on this matter.
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T!e1e no longer is the near-unanimity that existed in the ftrst days
of the ffghting, and the impact of that fantastic propaganda campaign
has begun to wear off. The Communist Party of th; U.S., I am proud
to say, stood up well to this test, did not lose its head and generally
conducted a principled educational and political campaign of con-
sistent anti-imperialism. Publications other than Communist have more
recently taken fairly enlightened positions. This is true, for example,
of I. F. Stone's influential Weekly, of the important magazine, ihe
Christian Century, of some letters in the Neto York Times, and others.

Within the progressive Jewish population in the U.S. also, sober
second thoughts have begun to appear. Israel's isolation in the world
community of nations is becoming clearer to them and the impos-
sibility, in a historic sense, of holding to the present line of the Israeli
government is also having its impact. There is wide understanding,
too, of the unreliability of Israel's present "allies" and a sense that
that government's tying itself to the chariot of imperialism bodes ill
for its future. I feel impelled to add that the heroic resistance to the
chauvinist madness in Israel by the Israeli Communist Party has been
impressive and infuential in the United States.

The peace movement in the United States-centering as of course
it does and should upon forcing the government to end the war upon
the Vietnamese people-as it expands and broadens and deepens, pro-
duces also re-examination of the U.S. position vis-a-vis the Middle
East. I do not wish here to take the time to expatiate on that move-
ment, but it is now a genuinely mass movement, it has great spon-
taneity, splendid militancy and continues in a most encouraging way
to grow. This, together with the magniffcent resistance of the Viet-
namese people, and the solidarity of all decent governments and peo-
ples, will force the U.S. government to end its present policy in
Southeast Asia-or will force a change in that government altogether.
This process carries with it pressures for change in that policy all
along the line and not least in the areas overwhelmingly inhabited by
the Arab peoples.

"The most prominent manifestation of democracy," wrote Lenin in
1920, "is the fundamental question of war and peace." Exactly true
today; through mass struggle, through popular efiort everywhere in
the world and in the U.S. in the ffrst place, this fundamental question
can be answered in behalf of peace and against the scourge of war.

To ffght against imperialism is to ffght for democracy. Hence to
support the Arab peoples in their struggle for social progress, for na-
tional independence, for territorial integrity and sovereignty, is to
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support the forces of democracy, of justice, and of peace. Such an
efiort is the only one worthy of a human being; this efiort simply
cannot be permitted to fail and it will triumph everywhere, inclu&ng
the United States of America.

An Appeal t0 the [rnscience of the World
What has happened in the Middle East since June 5, 1967 is a shaqp

challenge to lhe conscience of mankind. All men of goodwill who want
to prevent war and to build a society for human welfare must now
speak out and act or be guilty of that silence which gives consent.

While the shame and perffdy of the 1956 Suez aggression was still
fresh in men s minds-an action clearly exposing Israel's links with
imperialism-another carefully prepared war of aggression and an-
nexation, this time in collusion with U.S. imperialist interests, was
launched against the Arab peoples.

Before the actual aggression, there was a world-wide propaganda
build-up claiming, quite falsely, that the Arabs were about to attack
and crush Israel. The fact is no such danger from the Arab side existed,
as Israel's military planners well knew.

If, as Israel pietended, a real and present danger existed, an appeal
could have been made to the Security Council for appropriate protec-
tion. Instead of such an appeal to the Security Council, a blitzkrieg
was launched. Almost immediately Israel announced her intention of
annexing large areas of the U.A.R., Jordan, Syria and the city of Jeru-
salem, where there has been wanton desecration of holy places, and
an fsraeli call went out to millions of foreign settlers who are citizens
of other countries and whose livelihood was not in danger, to come
and occupy lands taken by force from the Arabs. The exploitation of
the natural resources was started immediately in the occupied areas.
This was obviously a predetermined plan of expansion.

The method of warfare employed by Israel was in cynical violaUon
of standards of human decency, now established by the iudgments
of the Nuremberg Trials, the Charter of the U.N.O. and the Conven-
tions of the International Red Cross. The large-scale use of napalm-
'Portable Crematoria"-against civilians, the expulsion of civilian
populations, the shooting of prisoners or turning them loose in the
desert to Cie-such actions can not fail to raise memories of the policies
of Hitler's Nazis.

We call upon the people of all lands to visualize the appalling plight
of the Arabs who have been driven from their homes. For 2,0 years a
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million or more Palestinians have languished in poverty and despair.
Now they are joined by hundreds of thousands more. They face death
from disease, starvation and coldt Mankind can not tolerate the ever-
increasing injustice and misery. It makes a mockery of all human
moral values and the ethical teaching of all religions.

In order to avoid a further worsening of the situation which already
threatens the peace of the world, we call for the immediate and un-
conditional withdrawal of Israeli troops to the positions prior to June
5, L967.Israel must implement all the U.N. resolutions including those
concerning the return of the Palestinian refugees to their homes.

We call upon all men of conscience to speak and act now for the
implementation of these just demands so that peace and security can
be established for all the peoples of this region.

Ileclaration
The International Conference in Support of the Arab Peoples, held

in New Delhi, India, November 11 to 14, 1967, comprising represen-
tatives from over seventy organizations and a large number of leading
personalities in Africa, Asia, Europe, Australia, Latin America and
North America, after prolonged discussion, concludes that:

The war waged against the Arab people as a whole and particularly
against the United Arab Republic, Syria and Jordan, in June 1967,
was the latest in a series of aggressions committed by Israel. For its
policy of aggression Israel has been repeatedly condemned by the
United Nations, while no Arab State has ever been condemned. The
vast majority of the members of the United Nations again have
condemned Israel's latest aggression, but it maintains, in the face of
outaged world opinion, an impudent intransigence.

Both the policy of aggression and the intransigent behavior reflect
the global policy of imperialism, dominated by the United States
Government; the rulers of Israel have made of their Government an
instrument of that policy and thus Israel has been and is a focus of
war and aggression. That Israel made itself into such an instrument
in the war of 1956 is now a matter that cannot be denied by anyone;
then it openly performed the role of provocateur in the Anglo-French-
Israeli efiort to destroy the progressive U.A.R. Government, to seize
the Suez Canal, to knife the liberation struggles of the Algerian na-
tion, and to acquire for itself additional territory. In 1967 the attack
was more subtly organized but again imperialist powers-the United
States in the ffrst place, together with Great Britain and West Ger-
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many-ffnanced the attack, armed it and supported it in every possible
way, from the presence of the U.S. Sixth Fleet to delaying and obstruct-
ing action in the Security Council. Then, too, as now, the object has
been to overthrow progressive Arab Governments, particularly in the
U.A.R. and Syria, establish hegemony over the Mediterranean area,
weaken the world-wide movement for national liberation and to further
Israel's insatiable appetite for Arab territory.

The global imperialist and colonialist policy, headed by the United
States, manifests itself in counter-revolutionary coups in Latin Amer-
ica, Africa, Asia and, as Greece shows, even in Europe, in the re-
vanchism of West Germany, so much encouraged by Israel's blitzldeg,
in the reactionary terror unleashed against the peoples throughout
the vast continent of Africa and, above all, in the genocidal war con-
ducted by the U.S. Government against the heroic people of Vietnam.
Israel has played the role of imperialist intermediary and a tool of
neo-colonialist penetration into newly-independent African countries
under the guise of various forms of "aid."

The imperialist-Zionist propaganda presenting Israel's attack upon
the Arab peoples as a war between ]ews and Arabs is utterly false.
The war represents a reflection of the contest between imperialism
and colonialism on the one side and national liberation and social
progress on the other. Where chauvinism and racism are present they
appear in the propaganda and in the policy of the aggressor and its
Zionist essence, and its supporters, especially again the notoriously
racist U.S. imperialism. We who struggle against imperialism and
colonialism understand well the poison that all forms of racism and
chauvinism represent, and we condemn both as we struggle against
both.

The imperialist-Zionist propaganda asserting that Israel waged a
"preventive" war is altogether false and pernicious. Such propaganda
always comes from the mouths of aggressors and occupiers. It was the
apologia of Hitler and it is today the essential plea of Johnson in his
unspeakable war upon the Vietnamese people. It is now abundantly
clear that the Israeli action tvas aggressive and not preventive, as all
the evidence increasingly shows; Israeli authorities, in fact, no longer
bother denying this truth. Furthermore, in the age of thermonuclear
weapons and the existence of the United Nations, such "iustiffcation"
is absolutely impermissible. It is a violation of international law, of
the U.N. Charter, and returns the world to unimpeded porver politics
which precipitated World War I and II and will, if not halted, result
in World War III.
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The source of this global policy of imperialist aggression lies in the
class interests of monopoly capitalism. In the Arab world it lies
especially in the machinations and wishes of the international oil
cartel, dominated as that cartel is by U.S. monopolies. The decisive
influence of the oil trusts upon U.S. foreign policy is a well-established
fact.

The continued occupation of vast areas of the territory of the U.A.R.,
Syria and Jordan demonstrate with crystal clarity the aggressive and
colonialist purposes bf the 1967 Israeli attack. This occupation, in the
face of world public opinion and the speciffc U.N. resolution relative
to Jerusalem could not possibly persist did it not have the support,
again, of. the U.S. Government. Such occupation and such support
give the lie to the solemn pledges made by Israel in May 1967 that it
sought no territory and the pledges made by the U.S. at that time, that
it would not countenance any threat to the territorial integrity of any
country in the Middle East. We condemn Israel's repeated refusal to
repatriate Arab refugees, while it continuously calls for new immi-
grants and the establishment of colonies in the newly-occupied terri-
tories. These two positions are as contradictory as they are racist.

This conference appreciates the initiative taken by the Government
of India in the United Nations on this question. It appreciates the
positive role played in and outside the U.N. by progressive and peace-
loving states and in particular by the Soviet Union and other socialist
states. We also appreciate the role of many non-aligned countries and
all others who have supported the Arab cause. We express apprecia-
tion also to all who have rallied to the support of the just cause of
the Arab peoples, and to the courage manifested by those in Israel
who have condemned Zionist strategy and Israel's aggression.

In North America, including the United States, massive peace move-
ments against the war in Vietnam have begun to show an awareness
of the connection between that war and the aggressions in the Middle
East and an understanding that aggression in one place breeds aggres-
sions elservhere. We hail the growing anti-Zionism among progressive

Jewish masses in many parts of the world.
Having these considerations in mind, the International Conference

in Support of the Arab Peoples, meeting in New Delhi, India, de-
mands:

That the Israeli troops immediately and without any conditions
withdraw from the territories in the U.A.R., Syria and Jordan they
occupied in ]une 1967, and that all consequences of this aggression be
liquidated. We feel this is an indispensable ffrst step; if it is not
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rapidly accomplished there is serious danger of renewed armed con-
flict in the region which, in turn, may threaten global war.

We declare that the measures taken by Israeli authorities in the
occupied territories are as immoral as they are illegal and must be
condemned; furthermore, so long as the occupation persists, resistance
thereto by the inhabitants of the areas involved is righteous and
justiffed. We denounce the statements by the Israeli rulers to tho
efiect that this resistance is engineered by the neighboring Arab states.
This manifests the real intentions of the Israeli rulers,to ffnd a pretext
to renew their aggression against the Arab countries. This is a serious
threat to peace.

This Conference denounces the inhuman treatment imposed upon
the populations in the occupied territories. It demands compensation
from the aggressor for all damages and indignities sufiered. This Con-
ference denounces the actions that led to the mass expulsions of the
lawful owners of Palestine through methods of terror and condemns
the racial discrimination exercised by Israel against the Arabs of
Palestine. This Conference calls in general for the application of the
decisions adopted by the United Nations regarding the inalienablo
rights of the Palestinian people and their return to their homeland

-requirements placed upon Israel at its creation but never imple-
mented by her.

These are essenUal conditions forthe establishment of lasting peace
in the Middle East and they correspond to the interests of all the
people and countries in that region.

We affirm that conditions of peace can never result from a war of
aggression; a basic rule if peace is to prevail is that no aggressor may
be permitted to benefft from his aggression in any manner whatsoever.

This Conference calls on all peace and liberation forces throughout
the world and all people who value humane conduct and decent be-
havior to join in a mighty and irresistible campaign for the immediate
withdrawal of Israeli troops from occupied territories and the imple-
mentation of all United Nations Resolutions pertaining to this area.
This is a prerequisite for the building of a lasting and iust peace in
this region, for in the Middle East, as everywhere, such a peace re-
quires recognition of the legitimate rights of the peoples. To ffght
against imperialism is to ffght for democracy. To support the Arab
peoples in their struggle for social progress, to national independence,
for territorial integrity and sovereignty is to support the forces of
democracy, justice and peace.

SAM GOT LD cmd IOEI MARVIN

The New York Teacher Walknut

The rising cost of living and other economic hardships aggravated
by the Vietnam war, and the enormous proffts of big business, are
moving vital sections of the'working class into struggle. This includes
higher as well as lower paid workers. As a result, in the last number
of years, we have witnessed a rising tide of union organization and
militancy among public employees in all parts of the country. The
]ohnson Administration has been moving heaven and earth to curb
this rising militancy. This has been equally true of the state and city
administration in New York.

On September 1, 1967, a new law prohibiting strikes by public em-
ployes-the Taylor Act-went into efiect. This law provides for a ffne
of $10,000 for each day a municipal union is on strike, the jailing of
its leaders, and the abrogation of the union checkofi privilege for a
period to be determined by the agency administering the enforcement
of the Act. It is in this context that we must view the recent three-
week stoppage by the United Federation of Teachers in New York
City.

The United Federation of Teachers-Local 2 of the American Fed-
eration of Teachers-represents today most of the teachers in the city's
public school system. Over 49,000 are members of the union out of
some 58,000 sehool teachers. This, in itself, is a remarkable achieve-
ment when one considers that only a short time ago anti-union bias
was widely prevalent among teachers. "We are not workers, we are
professionals," was the typical refrain. Today, many young people
entering the teaching profession are not untouched by the militant
struggles of the students. Teachers have been aroused against the
callous indifference of the Board of Education to the need of im-
proving the level of education and teaching conditions. Before the
strike, the starting salary for a public school teacher was $5,400-one
of the lowest in the nation. Whenever funds are allocated for the
building of new schools or the improvement of old ones, the funds
were always too little and too late. The phenomenal growth of the
union thus indicates that teachers now recognize that only by uniting

-and if necessary by striking-could they hope to change their own
conditions and the quality of education in the public school system.
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WaLkout Scores Gains

The walkout was truly a historic battle. For the ffrst time the issues
of higher pay, teachers'rights and better education for the youngsters
were joined and became the focal aims of the struggle. There can be
little doubt that the walkout (termed "mass resignations" by the UFT
to_ circurnvent'the provisions of the Taylor Act) scored many gains.
The UFT was able to win an increase in salary for teachers averaging
$1,350 over the next two years. For all practical purposes, the teacheri
successfully broke the back of the anti-union law. While the powers-
that-be vindictively try to use the law to get back at the union, the
teachers have shown that such laws cannot prevent public employees
from striking.

In examining the walkout, three important lessons stand out:
1. Professional workers and public employees can win substantial

victories through united struggle.
2. The power structure will use every device at its disposal to

isolate and divide workers on strike from their immediate allies.
3. Unions that are insensitive to the demands of the Negro, puerto

Rican and Mexican-American peoples for full equality stand the
chance of being defeated and ultimately destroyed.

One of the major demands in the dispute was the expansion of the
More Effective Schools Frogram (MES) instituted three years ago
at the union's initiative. This program involves cutting class sizes,
doubling the number of teachers and providing specialized services
to guarantee a fuller education for the children in the ghetto. There
are presently 21 MES schools in the city.

There can be many criticisms of the MES program: it is confined
to the elementary level; it serves a relativelli siall number of the
youngsters who need an enriched education; teachers and supervisors
have not been properly trained to employ this program efiectively.
And yet, it has been the most signiffcant program that the Board of
Education was willing to implement. A considerable number of teach-
ers, therefore, felt that the continuation of this program was, perhaps,
the most important issue in the strike and they were ready to itay out
as long as necessary to settle it.

_ ,It was an open secret that the Board of Education was planning to
kill MES. Many weeks before the strike, Joseph Alsop wiote in the
New Re'public (ldy 22, L967): "The More Efiective Schools prograrn
which las a1 extra per-pupil cost of about 9430 a year, is beginning
to be nibbled to death by the economy ducks on the Board of Educa-
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tion; but no one has sprung to its defense except this writer and, far
more importantly, the united Federation of Tiachers, who devised
this program."

while little was achieved insofar as basicafly improving the quality
of education in the New york city school system lanh it wi'utd be naive
to believe that much could be accomplished during the course of one
strike), the UFT scored two successis. It was abTe to ,"u", ,t t"urt
for the time being, the present MES program and it won the alocation
of another $10 million for this and otf,er programs to improve thequality of education. Even more decisive in tt J rong run, ii the fact
that the rank and ffle members learned through tii, ,t ,rggte that
they_have a special responsibirity in the ffght to"improu" 

"d??"uorrlstandards in the public schools iystem.

Fight for Quality, Integrated, Ed,u.cation Lags

. Despite- all types of provocaUons by the Board of Education and
the city administratio? tE unity of the teachers held ffrm throrgho,rt
the three-week struggle. For armost a year the Board ,efrrsed-to bar-
gain se-riously, hoping to provoke a crisis which it considered courd
be readily won' on the eve of the strike Mayor Lindsay obtained a
court order to restrain the teachers from walking out. wlien the walk-
out began,- parents and colege students werJ urged to take over
classes and act as strike-breakers. Male teachers"were threatened
with revocation of their draft deferments. The Board exploiied the
justiffed_ grievances of the parents in the ghetto 

"o**riniai"s and
directed them against the union and the strife. With the heip of the
local bourgeois press, the Board recklessly magniffed urrJ 

"'rgr-"aevery difference that did exist, while playing do*"o the support for the
gyike b1 such prominent Negro reaiers as Reverend uartin Luther
King, cleveland Robinson, president of the Negro American Labor
council, and A. Philip Randorph, president of'the Brotherhood of
Sleeping Car Porters.

- 
one cannot ignore, however, the serious wealnesses within the union

that enabled the Board of Education to divide the Negro aJ puerto
Rjca community from the union. To a iarge extent the readership
of UFT must take the blame for this situatioln. over the years it has
taken no action, or only a very weak stand, T th" ffght'for quality,
integrated education to overcome the sharp deterioration of 'edoca-
tional standards in the ghetto schools.

with more than 50 per cent of the student body either Negro or
Puerto Rican, only some r0 per cent of the teachers come fromothese
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minority groups. The union leadership has done little to help bring
additional Negroes and Puerto Ricans into the profession. Negro and
puerto Rican men and women, who are presently teachers, see little
desire on the part of the UFT leadership to bring them into the union

and involve them in its activities and deliberations. only one Negro

plays a prominent role in the union leadership; rto Puerto 
_Ricans 

are

in ieading positions. During the mass boycotts for school-integration,

organizetl Jome four years ago, the union was silent. And today, the

unlon leadership is publicly identiffed as an opponent of community

control of schools and is viewed as a ffrm defender of the status quo.

Unfortunately, many other instances of insensivity to the problems

facing the Negio and Puerto Rican communities could be detailed. On

top oI this, when we realize that the New York City school system.

,r^ ir t.r" of the school systems in all major cities, ffnds itself in a
serious crisis and that it is the teacher who the community directly

sees when problems are dealt with, one can understand why it was

possible foi the Board to direct resentment_ against ,!" U-m. All the

inore is this possible when the UFT allowed itself to be placed in the

position of the silent accomplice, or the fall guy, for the Board of Edu-

cation.
some limited headway was made during the strike in dealing with

this major problem. As a result of the pressure of the rank and file

of the union and the protests of the community, the leadership was

compelled to take some initiative in this area-the establishment of

emergency schools.

Raci,st Proposal Enrages Negro Conwrnmity

But the issue that above all enraged the Negro and Puerto Rican

communities was the proposal advanced by reactionary elements

within the UFT to give teachers the right to suspend "disruptive"

students. This was clearly a racist proposal. Yet the rank and ffle was

able to make signiffcant changes in this proposal so that in its ffnal

form it reflects no real change in policy in the handling of "disruptive'i

students and its racist provisions were removed.

Another important initiative taken by the members was the issuance

of many leaflets by locals in individual schools. These leafets aimed

to answer the questions the parents and community leaders had on

the walkout ,rd to ffnd common areas of agreement on which the

teachers and parents could unite. They were in marked conhast to

the initial statements issued from the central office of the UFT which

were not only general, but displayed little concern on winning over
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the parents in support of the struggle.

Th_e Negro and Puerto Rican communities were sprit on the wark-
out- despite the fact that prominent Negro readers lnd most of the
trade unions in the city supported the drt. urrry militants, incrud-
ing sNCC and coRE, opposed the warkout and organized in the
community to keep the schools open. They argued thlt the walkout
was a ffght between two sectors of the whiie piwer structure and the
Negro and Puerto Rican youngsters, wrro urg-entry ,eeded schooring,
were- being robbed of their precious educatioln and used as pawns in
the dispute. One must b-asically disagree with this ,pprou"hl

The role of the Board of Education and the city id-irrirt 
"tior-over the last number of decades-clearry proves that they, not tho

teachers, are the enemies of the worki"g plopt" 
""d 

th; p;;r1rt u urri"
responsibility for the continued neglecf of-the schools' in the ghetto
rests in the hands of the state and the ffnancial interests whici' con-
trol it.

But what_is really at issue here is that signiffcant numbers of Negro
and Puerto Rican people have lost conffdence in the trade union move-
ment as a whole. The reasons for this attitude can be readily under-
stood. Time and time_again the rabor bureaucracy has soriout tho
struggle for equal rights. Racism has signiffcant Lfiect in the labor
movement, as it has in most of American society. yet, despite this,
the activities within the UFT indicate that there ir u gro*irg aware-
ness on this key question among sections of the rank arid ffle. ihe role
of progressives, Left and communist forces in the labor movement is,
however, crucial. It is the responsibility of advanced white trade un-
ionists to ffght for unity of labor with ail minority groups-unity on
the basis..of equality. unions, like the uFT, cannoi exiect to win
future strikes without coming to agreement with the peoprl, especiafly
in the Negro and Puerto Rican communities, ,rorid ^, prof.r* of
common demands. At the same time, howevel, one cannot remain
silent on the approach adopted by the militants to the uFT walkout.
Instead of rsing their. organized strength against the main enemy,
exp_osing at the same time the reactionary poiitior,s within labor, and
ffnding areas oJ agre-ement for united struglle with the rank and ffle,
they allowed themselves to be used by thJloard of Education in its
attempt to smash the union.

Unitg of Union and. Community Can Be Achieaeil

unity is needed in the interest of the teachers and the communi$r.
And this unity is possible of realization. Already, a new wind is blow-
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ing within the American Federation of Teachers nationally. At the Iast

convention, held in Washington over the summer, the delegates came

within a hair's breath of defeating the union's anti-comrnunist clause.

A peace resolution was fought for vigorously and won many suppoters.
ferhaps more important, was the formation of a new caucus within
the AFT, conc"rrred with improved working conditions for teachers,

with full equality for the Negro people and for an end to racism in

the nation's-schools. It is signiffcant that this caucus is headed by the

vice-president of the Detroit AF T, Edward Simpkins, an active Negro

trade unionist. Note should also be taken of the fact that some 6,000

teachers voted against accepting ,the ffnal contract with the Board of

Education. The majority of these teachers knew full well that the

contract would be accepted, but they wanted to register their con-

viction that rnore could have been done on expanding MES and other

demands for improving the quality of education in the schools.

Many in the New Left and among other progressive formations

view the labor movement only in the image of the Meany top labor

oficialdom. But, as we have emphasized time and time again, this

is selling the working class short. For the labor movement is above all
the rank and ffle-the men and women in the factories, mines and

ofices. In the teachers' walkout it was the rank and ffle that forced the

social-democratic leadership to broaden the struggle: to approach

other progressive forces, the civil rights leaders and the p-are-nts, seek-

ing support for their struggle. It was this pressure that ffnally led to
the opining of emergency schools and the ffrst signs of response to

the just grievances of the Negro and Puerto Rican communities'

It- is in struggle that workers learn who are their enemies and who

are their friends. Progressives and Communists must be in the fore-

front in support of all strikes of the working class. Above,all, it is the

responsibility of white forces to recognize that racism has become

thJ decisive tool of monopoly capitalism in dividing the work-

ing class, and that from within and without the labcr movement they

must lead in the ffght to combat racism, to build the unity that is
needed to win in struggle, especially the unity of black and white.

0n the Peace Front

GEORGE MEYEBS

Labor Speaks 0ut For Peace
This conference-a united expres-

sion of varied branches of labor-
reaffirms that the trade union move-
ment is part of forward looking
America; that no matter what the
formal resolutions of higher bodies
may state, the troubled conscience
of the working people cannot be
stilled. This conference speaks for
millions. You here today will long
be remembered as those who had the
courage to speak out and the wisdom
to be right.

These words of Dr. Martin Lu-
ther King, Jr. to the National
Labor Leadership Assembly for
Peaee, held in Chicago on Novem-
ber 11-12, are an apt summation
of the historic significance of this
gathering. For the first time in
the United States, a broadly based
section of organized labor met to
condemn the war policies of the
government in the midst of war.

The Assembly leaders had ex-
pected a maximum of 350 dele-
gates. fnstead, over 550 trade
union leaders arrived from 38
states including Hawaii, to tax
facilities at the University of ChL
cago's Center for Continuing Edu-
cation. They came from more
than 60 national and international
unions. Some were delegates
sponsored by local, state and na-
tional bodies; others came as in-
dividuals. In addition to local

union officers, there were over 60
top union leaders, including 30
international vice-presidents, in
attendance. Two original spon-
sors of the Assembly, Frank
Rosenblum, secretary-treasurer of
the Amalgamated Clothing Work-
ers, and Emil Mazey, who holds
the same office in the United Auto
W'orkers, were speakers. Another
sponsor, Patrick Gorman, head of
the Amalgamated Meat Cutters,
sent regrets that he was unable to
attend due to a death in the family.
UAW Director of International
Affairs, Victor Reuther, was ac-
tive in the Assembly and one of
the main labor speakers. Cleve-
Iand Robinson, president of the
Negro American Labor Council,
was a delegate from District 65
of the Retail, Wholesale and De-
partment Store itrmployees and led
one of the panels.

From the independent unions,
the International Longshoremen's
Union (ILWU) delegation was led
by its president, Harry Bridges.
James Matles, secretary-treasurer
of the United Electrical Workers
(UE), led a similar delegation.
Several Teamsters Union leaders,
including Larry Steinberg, former
administrative assistant to James
Hoffa, and Jake McCarthy, editor
of the Mi,ssouri, Teamster, were
also present. A Canadian trade
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union group was officially repre-
sented, as were the Negro Ameri-
can Labor Couneil and several
trade union peace committees.

Eleven hiEfu-ranking peace advo-
cates from outside the labor move-
ment were active participants in
the Assembly. Outstanding was
Dr. King who spoke at the ban-
quet, chaired by Russell Leach,
president of the Wayne County
(Detroit) AFLCIO Council and
one of its official delegates. UAW's
Emil Mazey and U.S. Senator
Vance Hartke (Dem.-Ind.) were
the other banquet speakers.

At the opening session, Profes-
sor John Kenneth Galbraith sharp-
Iy condemned the war while pro-
posing a series of U.S.-occupied
enclaves in Yietnam as steps to-
ward peace. He was followed by
Socialist leader Norman Thomas
who shattered the enclave theory
so thoroughly in a devastating at-
tack on U.S. polieies that it was
barely mentioned during the next
two days. Representative John
Conyers, Jr. (Dem.-Mich.), Rear
Admiral Arnold L. True (retired),
Dr. Robert F. Brown and Pro-
fessor Seymour Melman were
among the other non-labor partici-
pants. Senator Eugene J. Mc-
Carthy (Dem.-Minn.) addressed
the final session of the delegates.
While he lived up to his reputa-
tion as a "mild dove," the fact that
he was considering bucking Presi-
dent Johnson in a number of
Democratie Presidential primarles
gave added significanee to his
presence and was widely noted by
the press.

Three religious leaders from the
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Christian and Jewish faiths haal
strongly advocated an end to the
war in invocations to various ses-
sions of the Assembly. Each
stressed the need to intensify the
fight against poverty and racism
at home.

While the overflow attendance
and the top-level caliber of non-
labor participants were important
to the success of the eonference,
what made it historic was the high
degree of trade union unity
achieved around the central ques-
tion of ending the war in Yietnam.
The policy of non-exclusion, im-
plicit at the Assembly's concep-
tion, was strengthened as it de-
veloped and took concrete form at
Chicago, where a variety of AFL-
CIO and independent union cfficers
acted as panel leaders, partici-
pated in floor discussion and also
helped work out the Statement of
Policy that received unanimous
acceptance.

The spontaneous ovation given
Harry Bridges when he rose to
speak from the floor was recogni-
tion not only of the personal fight
Mr. Bridges has made over the
years, but of the meaning of his
presence as an expression of trade
union unity. While no official
note was taken, the unity achieved
was greeted from all quarters.
More than one prominent AFL-
CIO unionist saw good portents
of future trade union unity of ac-
tion, and as a UE leader put it,
"Two years ago I would have
crossed the street to keep from
saying hello to some of these
IAFLCIO] Buys, and now I'm
so happy to be here with them.',
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Among AFL-CIO unions the
UAW was well represented as were
the Amalgamated Clothing Work-
ers, the Amalgamated Meat Cut-
ters, the Packinghouse Workers,
the American Federation of
Teachers, the State, County and
Municipal Workers, and many
others. New York City's Hospi-
tal Workers Local 1199 and Dis-
trict 65 both had substantial dele-
gations. There is no question that
United Steelworkers president I.
W. Abel's recent shift to support
of the war was responsible for a
drastic cut in that union's repre-
sentation. Most USW delegates
eame from the former Mine, Mill
and Smelter 'Workers section.
While steel union officers were
theoretically free to attend as in-
dividuals, at least several district
directors sent out the word to
"stay away.t'

In response to a letter of in-
quiry, Jay Lovestone, AFL-CIO
president Meany's "Secretary of
the Cold War," stated that it was
"not the practice of the AFL-CIO
to send representatives to partici-
pate in bodies organized by others
where policy decisions are matle;
we do this inside the AFL-CIO."
(This was revealed by Victor Reu-
ther as he questioned AFLCIO
participation in the reactionary
American Institute for Free La-
bor Development, a tri-partite
body maile up of AFL-CIO lead-
ers, government representativeg,
and reactionary businessmen.)

\fhile there was substantial par-
ticipation of Negroes in the work
of the Assembly, both from the
labor movement and through the
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presence of Dr. King, Congress-
man Conyers and Pro.fessor
Brown, less than 10 per cent of the
delegates were black. Discrimi-
nation against Negroes at union
leadership level, even among the
Left and center forces from
which the majority of delegates
came, again found reflection in
Chicago. While a number were
elected to the larger Continuations
Committee, an earlier error which
Ieft out Negro trade union lead-
ers in the detailed planning of
the Assembly appears to have been
compounded by the failure to name
a Negro to the operational leader-
ship elected to further the work
of that body. This serious weak-
ness will have to be quickly cor-
rected if the Assembly is to de-
velop its maximum potential.
There is certainly no lack of tal-
ented Negro trade union leaders,
as their participation in the Chi-
cago gathering well proved.

The number of women trade
unionists present was small,
though higher than in most union
gatherings. W'omen delegates
were active participants in the
Assembly and expressed some of
the more advaneed peace concepts.
Considering the high average age
of present trade union leadership
in the United States, the delegates
represented a relatively youthful
age level, with many in their late
thlrties and early forties. A num-
ber of young delegates held a
caucus after adjournment which
decided to press for particination
of young radieal intellectuals in
the trade union movement. How-
ever, no plans were made to in-
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volve young workers as such di-
rectly in the fight for peace, even
though they make up a substantial
section of such uuions as steel and
auto.

The Assembly tied the tremen-
dous wave of strikes, the ghetto
rebellions, and the other economic
struggles which have engulfed the
country to the organized drive to
end the war in Vietnam. The re-
Iationship of the war to the strug-
gles for Negro freedom, against
the deterioration of living stand-
ards, and against the attacks on
the right to strike and on demo-
cratic rights generally, Iryas em-
phasized in the remarks of many
speakers, both from the platform
and from the floor. They were
the principal topics of three of the
six panel discussions. The State-
ment of Poliey, which was unani-
mously adopted, ended with these
rilords: "American labor must play
its part in bringing this savage
war to a swift and just conclu-
sioh, so that we may devote our
wealth and energies to the struggle
against poverty, disease, hunger
and bigotry."

The Statement was well de-
scribed as "the greatest common
denominator" of the various trends
that worked together in Chicago,
and for which all could vote with-
out reservations. It was not con-
sidered the last word but rather
a base from which to move for-
ward-in the words of Victor Reu-
ther, an instrument "to stimulate
free diseussion of all aspeets of
foreign policy within each and
every trade union in the land."

The Statement flatly condemned
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the war in Vietnam and the sup-
port it gets from top AFI-CIO
leadership. It demanded an "im-
mediate and unconditional end to
the bombings in North Vietnam"
and an "unambiguous statement
of intention to negotiate a settle-
ment of the war with the parties
directly involved in the conflict,
including the National Liberation
Front in South Vietnam."

A Continuations Committee of
some fifty-odd members was
elected. It was agreed to press
for the building of Labor Leader-
ship Assemblies in all parts of the
country, to hold regional meetings,
to work for newspaper ads publi-
cizing the positions taken et Chi-
cago, and to raise funds to pub-
lish speeches and other material
related to the conference.

It was decided, however, not to
publish the speech Victor Reu-
ther made at the final session. In
this speech, Mr. Reuther made an
all-out attack on the foreign poli-
cies of the present AFL-CIO lead-
ership. He castigated its partici-
pation in plots to overthrow the
Goulart government in Brazil, its
maneuvers to split the democratic
trade unions of Uruguay, and its
sorry role in the Dominican Re-
public. Selecting his information
from a thick staek of file cards,
Reuther dealt mainly with the re-
actionary activities of the AFL-
CIO in Latin America. But it was
obvious he was revealing only a
small part of the sordid compli-
city of the Meany-Lovestone lead-
ership in attempts to wreck for-
eign trade unions in the interest
of the U.S. monopolies. A key
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section of Mr. Reuther's speech
dealt with the need of American
unions to form ties with unions in
other parts of the world in their
own self-interest, and to drop the
cold-war standards of the Meany-
Lovestone leadership. Amalga-
mated Clothing Workers' Frank
Rosenblum, one of the original
conference sponsors, stated that
he found the speech quite reveal-
ing but asked that it be published
by the UAW or some other body
rather than by the Assembly "in
the interest of unity."

The Assembly made it clear that
it did not wish to be considered a
caucus within the AFL-CIO. How-
ever, delegates going to the AFL
CIO Convention in Miami were
urged to challenge the pro-war
position of the AFL-CIO leader-
ship. Many delegates were openly
critical of the Johnson Adminis-
tration, but any idea of becoming
part of a "dump Johnson" move-
ment was rejected.

The concept of "Labor Leader-
ship Assembly" was retained, but
full reeognition was given to the
need to take the fight for peace to
the shop steward level and to the
trade union membership if the
pro-war policies of the top AFL
CIO leadership are to be changed.
This should act to spur the growth
of rank-and-file trade union com-
mittees to implement the actions
of the Assemblies. These commit-
tees can build membership support
behind union leaders who do speak
out for peace. Uninhibited by the
trade union "protocol" that influ-
ences relations between union leail-
ers, they can go directly to the
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rank and file of those unions whose
leaders for one reason or another
are still committed to the Meany-
Lovestone policies.

The conference successfully car-
ried out its primary purpose of
providing the possibilities for a
real challenge to the war in Viet-
nam from within the ranks of or-
ganized labor. And in doing sq it
brought a significant section of or-
ganized labor in the United States
into harmony with labor through-
out the world. Not only the trade
unions in the socialist countries
and under WFTU leadership, but
also those of a host of other coun-
tries-literally thousands of un-
ions in all parts of the world-
have condemned this war of U.S.
imperialism in one way or another,
increasingly isolating the AFL-
CIO leadership abroad.

In the process of fulfilling its
purpose, the conference demon-
strated the ability to build trade
union unity around a specific is-
sue. It is significant that except
for a gratuitous condemnation of
"Communist, fascist and military
dictatorships" 'by Emil Mazey,
there was a total absence of red-
baiting. Several speakers attacked
anti-Communism for the harm it
had done to the labor movement,
and there were frequent warnings
of the need to guard against ef,-
forts to reimpose a reign of Mc-
Carthyism in the name of "sup-
porting our boys in Vietnam."
The beginnings of the re-emer-
gence of a Left in the trade union
movement were also evident, and
the possibilities for rebuilding the
sort of Left-center coalition that
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had made the CIO such a vital
force for progress in past years.

In the effort to bring organ-

ized labor to its rightful place in
the fisht for peace, the Chicago
conference was truly a milestone.
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as an "advance from political pres-
sure to the contest for politieal
power." This, the program says,
will necessitate new political align-
ments during which the people
will come into direct confrontation
with "monopoly and its agents
in the struggle for political
supremacy."

The Size of the "Yes" Vote

First, the election faets: The
referendum was put on the ballot
by signatures of 22,000 voters and
read: "It is the policy of the peo-
ple of the City and County of San
Francisco that there be an imme-
diate ceasefire and withdrawal of
U.S. troops so that the Vietnamese
people can settle their own prob-
lems." The wording, incidentally,
was taken from the Dearborn,
Michigan referendum in 1966
which had been put on the ballot
by the conservative-isolationist
mayor of that city.

As elsewhere in the country, the
Establishment reacted to the peti-
tions by attempting to deny the
voters' rights. Women for Peace
reported, in a bulletin from
Seattle, that President Johnson
had personally intervened with
San Francisco Mayor John F.
Shelley (a Democrat) to keep the
measure off the ballot. As a result,

The San Francisco Peace Heferendum

"When a major city, San Fran-
cisco, in a referendum votes 37
per cent for immediate withdrawal
lfrom Vietnaml it is a stunning
rebuke to the government i' the
Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr.
told the National Labor Leader-
ship Assembly for Peace in Chi-
cago (November 11).

Reverend King's reaction to that
vote has by now been widely ac-
cepted. What remains is an analy-
sis of the nature of this vote. The
analysis presented here is in the
context of the Communist ap-
proach to electoral policies as out-
lined in the Draft Program of the
Communist Party U.S.A. The
Draft Program describes a three-
phase development in the political
arena. The first two phases were
operative and visible in the elec-
tion under scrutiny.

The first phase is "the focus of
popular, mass, democratie move-
ments on exertion of political pres-
sures, on modification of existing
centers of political power so as
to make them more amenable to
popular pressure, on the defeat of
the most clearly identified spokes-
men of the extreme right," and
an intensifying demand for more
direct representation at various
levels of government.

The second phase is described
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the registrar of voters refused to
accept the petitions, on advice
from the City Attorney who ruled
the referendum unconstitutional.

But the disfranchisement did
not work. On September 19, with
only seven weeks left to election
day, the State Supreme Court
ruled the measure constitutional
and directed that it be put on
the ballot. By a fortunate quirk of
fate, it happened to be the 16th
referendum on the ballot and was
thus assigned the letter P (for
Peace).

Besides the other propositions,
Proposition P shared the extraor-
dinarily lengthy ballot with the
contest for mayor's office (18 can-
didates), for six seats on the
Board of Supervisors (44 candi-
dates), plus several other local
offices.

Also important to the campaign
was the fact that two of the three
serious contenders for the post of
mayor urged a "no" vote on Propo-
sition P. They were Democrat
Joseph L. Alioto and Republican
Harold Dobbs. The only major
candidate to campaign on a "yes-
for-P" position was Supervisor
Jack Morrison, a liberal Democrat.

Voting was heavy-79.6 per eent
of the 317,175 voters went to the
polls and 85 per cent of the voters
took sides on Proposition P. Of
these, better than one thiril, 36
per cent voted "yes" to register
their feeling of no confidence in
the government's Vietnam policy.

It must be remembered that the
seetion of the population most
heavily opposed to the Vietnam
war-the 18-21 year age group-
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could not vote and that 15 per cent
of those who went to the polls did
not vote on Proposition P despite
the fact that it was the most
heatedly debated issue of the cam-
paign. Failure to vote did not
express default but uncertainty
about the issue.

But even discounting these fac-
tors, the "yes" vote of 78,806
citizens on the referendum repre-
sents a great advance over the
most massive of the previous peace

actions in this city.
On April 15, 75,000 people

marched in protest against the
Vietnam war, but these had come
from up and down the coast and
included thousands of young peo-
ple. Now 78,806 voters of San
Francisco alone registered their
disapproval of U.S. foreign policy
at the polls.

The Attaclts on the Referend,um

They cast this vote despite con-
certed efforts to discredit the
measure. The campaign for a "no"
vote fell into two distinctive parts
and illustrates the depth of the
crisis of the administration's for-
eign policy, because neither of the
two main thrusts for a "no" vote
defended the administration's pol-
icy outright. Defense of Johnson's
Vietnam policy fell to a relatively
small ultra-Right grouping whose
vehicle was a Committee for No
on Proposition P.

The broad effort to diseourage
a "yes" vote revolved around two
notions and neither offered a sub-
stantive defense of the Vietnam
war. One was a quarrel with the
specific wording of the proposi-
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tion, the other an effort to dis-
parage the voters competence of
making judgements on foreign
policy.

The attaek against the wording
was directed against those op-
posed to the war. It offered a
convenient cop-out to those seek-
ing solutions short of "withdrawal
of U.S. troops." Attacks against
the proposition on that basis came
from a far-flung front including
Alioto (who subsequently won the
election) and the liberal Repub-
Iican morning daily, the San
Francisco Chroni,cle. Their argu-
ment was that the wording im-
plied unconditional surrender, a
Ioss of face and that, if passed,
it would be unworkable in any
event.

The other attack, representeil
by William Randolph Hearst's
Sqn Francisco Eaaminer, denied
the people's ability to make judg-
ments on foreign policy and played
the follow-the-experts game.

To make its case, that paper
conducted a poll among U.S. sena-
tors, and gloatingly reported re-
plies from 36, of whom 33 had said
they would vote "no," two t'yes"
(Senators Ernest Gruening of
Alaska and Stephen M. Young of
Ohio) with Senator William Ful-
bright of Arkansas straddling the
fence.

This was indeed. a desperate at-
tempt to stave off public invasion
into the sacred preserve of foreign
policy. And in a sense, this dec-
laration of the right of political
judgment was the greatest gain
made by this vote. In many past
elections foreign policy has played
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a role (in San Francisco 71 per
cent of the voters gave the nod to
LBJ in 1964 in hopes that he
might give them peace), but this
was the first election of major
importance where the people ex-
pressed themselves directly on the
issue. This is quite different
from the 1966 primary elections
where peace candidates sought
nominations within the two-party
system. The vote on Proposition
P represented not merely a vote
for a candidate and his program,
but a declaration of political in-
dependence from the two-party
system. In this way the campaign
was a great step toward phase two
of the electoral struggle.

Si4nificant Support Deoelops

Development of support for the
measure is also significant. The
originators of the petition had
been a group of progressive and
Left-wing peace forces, which had
undertaken the painstaking task
of soliciting the signatures and
putting the measure on the ballot.
Once on the ballot support started
coming from many quarters-the
broadest support any single peace
action in this city has ever had.

It came from the Left, with
exception of those who refused to
engage in electoral actions, from
liberal Democrats including Con-
gressman Philip Burton, State As-
semblymen Willie Brown, Jr. and
John Burton, ancl Supervisor
Terry Francois, who was ap-
pointed to an unexpired term in
1964 and won the elections this
year, becoming the first eleeted
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Negro to the Board of Supervis-
ors.

Support came from business-
men and intellectuals, whose main
activity in the campaign was to
muster arguments why people
should vote "yes" though they
did not agree with the precise
wording of the measure. It came
from such unexpected quarters as
the majority of the San Franci,sco
Chroni,cle's editorial staff. Three
days after that paper had urged
a "no" vote on the measure edi-
torially, 102 of its editorial em-
ployees inserted an advertisement
urging a "yes" vote.

Labor support carne from a few
AFL-CIO union locals, from the
International Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union and from
the San Francisco Bay Area Trade
Union Division of SANE. It was
the greatest support any peace

action has ever received from or-
ganized labor here, but it still fell
far short of the type of campaign
the labor movement has been
known to mount on domestic is-
sues.

It is important to the estimate
of the labor support, and to an
understanding of the dialectic de-
velopment of the movement on the
electoral front, to know that the
majority of the unions officiallY
supporting Proposition P also sup'
ported Alioto for maYor, desPite
his opposition to the measure. In
this category fell the city's three
powerful locals of the ILWU and
the International Ladies Garment
Workers Union. Their attitude
on the mayoralty raee was Prag-
matic. They supported Alioto be-
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cause they felt that he could win
and that labor's interests would
be better served under his admin-
istration than if Dobbs were
elected. Morrison, who has a long
record of labor support and who
has good relations with the labor
movement, was not suPPorted be-
cause leaders of these uuions felt
that he could not win. (Morrison
received official support from the
Painters, Newspaper Guild, Typo-
graphical Union and Municipal
Employees, but an analysis of the
vote shows that working people
in their great majority cast a
"safe" vote for Alioto.) In a sense
the vote for Alioto rvas an anti-
Dobbs vote, because Dobbs was
identified in people's minds with
Governor Ronald Reagan. This
was proven when Proposition P
received twice as many votes as

Morrison.
The most significant single fac-

tor in the whole campaign was,
perhaps, the Negro vote. In the
three Negro ghettos of this city,
the vote was 58 per cent for Propo-
sition P. It showed that the Ne-
gro population far more solidly
condemns the Establishment's for-
eign policy, but it is also impor-
tant to note that even here the
same pragmatism operative in the
labor movement won the votes.
Alioto received a 53 per cent mar-
gin in the black community while
Morrison polled 33 per cent.

This eleetoral effort shows ele-
ments of both phases of political
action described earlier in this
article. A week after the San
Franeisco elections a special elec-
tion took place in adjacent San
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Mateo County, one of the ten rich-
est counties in the nation, that
also indicated growth of peace
sentiment in the San Franeisco
Bay Area, but here on the most
elementary level. This was a spe-
cial election for the seat of the
late Republican Congressman J.
Arthur Younger. In this race,
Shirley Temple Black, the hawk-
ish former Hollywood child movie
star and now wife of an executive
of the powerful Pacifie Gas and
Electric power monopoly, was de-
feated by a wide margin by paul
N. McCloskey for the Republican
nomination, while the Demoerat-
ic nomination was won by Roy
Archibald. Significantly, both
winners ran on a platform of op-
position to the Johnson Adminis-
tration's conduct of the Vietnam
war. When the votes were in,
McCloskey summed up its signifi-
cance by saying, "those in charge
of foreign policy of the United
States should pay careful attention
to the results of this election.,,

It must be mentioned that in
this campaign the candidate with
the most advanced peace program,
former Rarnparts publisher Ed-
ward Keating, who was the West
Coast chairman of the Spring Mo-
bilization Committee, trailed
Archibald by 8,762 to 14,801 in
the Democratic contest.

New Acti,ons Planned

Elections like the one in San
Mateo impede the Johnson Ad-
ministration's ability to continue
on its disastrous course and
strengthen the right to dissent in
the face of mounting attacks.
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They shift the center of the dia-
logue on foreign policy to fuller
exploration of alternatives. They
also demonstrate the possibility of
anti-war candidates as part of the
dump-Johnson strategy.

The Proposition P campaign
was a more advanced political ex-
pression of disaffection with the
two-party system than the San
Mateo eleetion, but they are both
necessary ingredients in the pro-
gression that will lead to a real
break-away from the hvo party
system.

Discussions of new action
among Proposition P campaign
workers reflect this diversity of
approach. Some threw their ener-
gies into the drive to get the
Peace and Freedom Party on the
ballot, carrying the independence
expressed in the P campaign a
step further. This state requires
signatures of 67,000 registered
voters by January 1 to secure a
ballot spot for such a party, and
some Proposition P workers are
now actively engaged in this drive.
The other major action now popu-
Iar among Proposition P workers
is support of the anti-Johnson
delegation to the 1968 Democratic
Convention. This slate, initiated
by the California Democratic
Clubs but reaching far beyond
their ranks, will be presented to
the voters in next June's pri-
maries.

One of the yardsticks for evalu-
ating these actions must be con-
sideration of how many of the
79,000 "yes" voters on Proposi-
tion P can be involved in such ac-
tivity and how the wide support
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enjoyed by the peace measure can
be consolidated into a real coali-
tion.

There are a number of Califor'
nia localities that have already
started campaigns to put the same
type of referendum on the ballot.
Conditions of the peaee move-
ment differ, of course, from place
to plaee. However, it should be
attempted to add a new dimension
to future campaigns. A peace pe-

tition could be eoncretized by call-
ing for establishment of a Peace
information office (this has been
done in some locations) or de-
manding that studies be made
and plans projected for conversion
to a peace-time economy. This
would serve to rally additional
support and intensify the demand
for community participation in
foreign policy.

There is understandably much
discussion about the wording of
such measures. Ostensibly it is a
quarrel about whether anti-impe-
rialist demands are being made.
The wording of Proposition P is a
very advanced demand, but there
is question if that really imbues
those who vote "yes" with an ad-
vanced commitment to anti-imPe-
rialist goals.

There is, in fact, now a ProPosal,
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promoted by members of the Trot-
skyite Socialist Workers PartY,
that the proposition be put on the
ballot again in the next elections.
It seems to us that those who fa-
vor sueh a eourse are not serious
about electoral coalitions. TheY
view the electoral process merelY
as a means for promotion of ab
stract anti-imperialist views, and
not as a dialectical process of de-

velopment of the electorate.
Communists view the electoral

process as a serious arena for
challenge to the ruling class. The
third phase of this challengp, as
projected in the draft program,
says that the "conflict between
monopoly and the coalition of its
antagonists will represent the ad-

vance from an attemPt to realize
the goals and hopes of the PeoPle
within the constricting bonds of
capitalist society to destruction
of those bonds, to the socialist
reconstruction of societY."

Such a perspective, and the care-
ful consideration of the social
forces involved, cau help realize
the maximum advances from re-
cent experiences, not only for forc-
ing an end to the war in Vietnam,
but building the demand for a

more fundamental change in so-
ciety.
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The February issue of Political Affairs will be a special, enlarged
issue devoted entirely to the Negro freedom movement, in celebration
of Negro History Week. It will include articles by Henry 'Winston,

Gus Hall, Claude Lightfoot, James E. Jackson, Herbert Aptheker,
Carl Bloice and others.
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